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Hi!  

I am Rajiv. I am a Swimming Instructor by 

profession and storytelling is my passion. What’s 

your name? You know books do listen and 

communicate! I will be interacting with you 

throughout this book. I know, I am not as cute and 

energetic as you... but I am taller than you... 

(hahaha) 

I have a beautiful yet informative story for you. I 

hope you are reading this book at the best of your 

health. Are you reading this in your classroom or 

at home?? Wherever it may be, I hope at least 

you are not reading it near a water body or a 

swimming pool... (hahaha)  

Do you have a friend? How many?? Do you want 

few more friends? Today, you might get few more 

friends through this book… 

Oh! I have to go… My swimming class will start 

now. Today I have a new student, oh yes, a new 

friend for you named Ravi. Just for your 

information, Ravi is a cute and smart little kid like 

you. Unfortunately, he met with an accident what 

we say is drowning. I hope you know what’s 

drowning… Yes? No? If you want you can join me in 

the class… For those who know what is drowning, 

you can cross verify whether what you know is 

enough or not… For those who don’t know let’s hear 

and participate in the conversation that is going on. 

Let’s listen from your friend Ravi as to how he met 

with this accident at such an early age?  

Come follow me to my class! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

WHAT IS DROWNING?? 

I have seen in movies… 

when someone is 

drowning, they splash 

water and scream for 

help… waving their 

arms above their head 

trying to signal 

someone 

NO… Drowning in movies is 

not what drowning looks like 

in real life. Drowning is a 

type of suffocation induced 

by submersion or immersion 

of the mouth and nose in a 

liquid. Drowning is silent… 

 



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

  

Head is usually tilted back with mouth wide open. 

Eyes are either closed or wide open, unable to focus.

Head goes up and down the water level.

Deep breathing or gasping.

Trying to swim in a particular direction but not making 
progress.

How can you tell when 

someone is drowning? 

Drowning in Real Life 

looks somewhat where: 

IMPORTANT: If you’ve noticed at least one of these signs, don’t waste time. 

Ask the person, ‘Are you all right?’ If there’s no answer, help them. 



 

 

 



 

 

(Source: 1. https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drowning 

2. https://www.who.int/campaigns/world-drowning-prevention-day/2021 

3. https://nimhans.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Advancing-Child-Safety-in-India-Implementation-

is-the-Key.-A-report-by-NIMHANS-2019.pdf 

4. https://ncrb.gov.in/sites/default/files/ADSI-2018-FULL-REPORT-2018.pdf 

5.https://srcodisha.nic.in/annualReport/JHLGu3hOAnnual%20Report%20on%20NC%202019-

20_compressed.pdf) 

 
World Drowning Prevention Day is held annually on 25 July. It was 

declared through the April 2021 UN General Assembly resolution 

A/75/L.76 “Global drowning prevention”. This event serves as an 

opportunity to highlight the tragic and profound impact of drowning on 

families and communities and offer life-saving solutions to prevent it. 

(Source: https://www.who.int/campaigns/world-drowning-prevention-day/2021) 

 

Drowning is the 3rd leading 
cause of unintentional injury 
death worldwide, accounting 

for 7% of all injury-related 
deaths.

Worldwide, drowning is 
among the ten leading causes 
of death for children aged 5-

14 years.

According to reports, nearly 
54% of all drowning deaths in 

India occurred among 
children under the age of 5, 
26% among children aged 

between 5-9 years and 19% 
among children aged between 

10-14.

As per sources, in the year 
2018 large number of deaths 

due to ‘Drowning’ was 
reported from Madhya 

Pradesh (4,542 out of 30,187) 
accounting for 15.0% of 

acidental deaths.

In Odisha, as many as 1200 
persons lost their lives due to 

drowning in 30 districts 
during the year 2019-20.

In Odisha, Ganjam district 
has maximum number of 

death cases and Boudh has 
least number of cases.

DID YOU 

KNOW??? 
 

 

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drowning
https://www.who.int/campaigns/world-drowning-prevention-day/2021
https://nimhans.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Advancing-Child-Safety-in-India-Implementation-is-the-Key.-A-report-by-NIMHANS-2019.pdf
https://nimhans.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Advancing-Child-Safety-in-India-Implementation-is-the-Key.-A-report-by-NIMHANS-2019.pdf
https://ncrb.gov.in/sites/default/files/ADSI-2018-FULL-REPORT-2018.pdf
https://srcodisha.nic.in/annualReport/JHLGu3hOAnnual%20Report%20on%20NC%202019-20_compressed.pdf
https://srcodisha.nic.in/annualReport/JHLGu3hOAnnual%20Report%20on%20NC%202019-20_compressed.pdf
https://undocs.org/A/75/L.76
https://undocs.org/A/75/L.76


 

 



SOME OF THE MAJOR CAUSES OF DROWNING IN DAY-TO- 

DAY LIFE: 

  

1. BOATING WITH FRIENDS, NOT BEING 

AWARE OF WATER BEHAVIOR 

2. TRAVELLING IN OVER CROWDED 

BOATS 

3. TAKING BATH AFTER PLAYING 

HOLI IN UNSAFE WATER BODIES 

4. PERFORMING STUNTS IN PICNIC 

SPOTS  

5. JUMPING INTO WATER WITHOUT 

KNOWING SWIMMING 
 

6. TAKING SELFIE NEAR WATER 

BODIES 



 

 

 

 



 

USUAL DROWNING SEQUENCE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Victim struggles to keep his or her 

head above the water 

Head submerges or drops below the 

water surface, breath holding occurs 

Water enters the upper airways; it 

causes the larynx to go into spasm 

Most often the spasm relaxes, allowing 

water through the larynx into the 

bronchial tree and the lungs. 

The brain stops functioning within just 

a few minutes without oxygen, and 

permanent damage occurs if there is no 

oxygen for more than six minutes. 

 

The heart muscle needs oxygen to 

function and deadly, irregular heart 

rhythms may occur with oxygen 

deprivation. 

 

WATER 

Source: 1. https://medizzy.com/feed/5234701 

2.https://www.emedicinehealth.com/drowning/article_

em.htm#drowning_prevention_facts 

3. https://www.health.harvard.edu/heart-health/heart-

disease-and-brain-health-looking-at-the-links 

 

https://medizzy.com/feed/5234701
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/drowning/article_em.htm#drowning_prevention_facts
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/drowning/article_em.htm#drowning_prevention_facts
https://www.health.harvard.edu/heart-health/heart-disease-and-brain-health-looking-at-the-links
https://www.health.harvard.edu/heart-health/heart-disease-and-brain-health-looking-at-the-links


 

 

 

 



 

 

  

In Odisha, most of the drowning deaths 

take in the months from July to November.  

Lifebuoy & Life jackets can save you from 

drowning. 

Fun-filled events like jumping into water 

bodies with friends for getting a summer 

bath, carelessly diving into water, travelling 

in overcrowded boats during festivals, etc 

may lead to drowning. 

Drowning, lightning, whirlwind, tornado, 

heavy rain, sunstroke, boat accident, and 

snakebite are the eight natural calamities 

announced as State Specific Disasters by 

Government of Odisha.  

Ex- gratia assistance of INR 400,000/- per 

deceased to next kins of the victims is 

provided by State Disaster Response 

Fund(SDRF), Odisha.  

 



 

 

 

 



                                                                                                      

 

 

Drowning is noisy, Unlikely in movies, when un-

noticed, drowning is silent and 

can happen quickly, mainly 

when it comes to young 

children. 

Floating aids and water wings 

Will keep children safe. 

 

 

 

Indian Register & Shipping 

(SOLAS) approved life jacket 

& lifebuoy is the best water 

safety device for any 

swimmer. These aids should 

be used with adult 

supervision. 

 

You should always jump in the 

water to save someone. 

Jumping in may risk you as 

well as the victim. However, 

reaching out to them from 

the side or throwing them 

something to help them stay 

afloat (like a life tube). 

Kids are safe in a wading pool 

or shallow water. 

 

Children can drown in inches 

of water and may submerge in 

water within few minutes. 

 

I don’t live or vacation near 

the water, so I don’t need to 

worry. 

 

Water hazards are 

everywhere, including in and 

around every home. Toddlers 

have drowned in one bucket 

full of water, garden ponds, 

and even toilet bowls. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

MYTHS FACTS 



 

 

 

 



DROWNING RISK FACTORS  

The following are drowning risks in infants and children: 

• Lack of supervision in the bathtub or other body of water. 

• A swimming pool or an open pond. (Children, who have drowned, usually 

have been out of sight for less than 5 minutes.) 

• Lack of life jackets (personal floatation devices) on boats.  

• Pool toys are not a substitute for a "real" life jacket. 

• Negligence towards children. 

The following are drowning risks in teenagers and adults: 

• Alcohol consumptionis a factor in half of all teenage and adult 

drowning case. 

• Inability to swim. 

• Medical emergency in the water like victims who experience a heart 

attack, stroke or seizure in the water. It also includes open water 

drowning victims who sustain an animal bite or sting. 

• Fatigue or exhaustion when swimming.  

• Not knowing much about water. This includes diving into water and 

sustaining a fatal or non-fatal injury. 

• Boat accidents. 

• Lack of life jackets. 

 

(Source: 

https://www.emedicinehealth.com/drowning/article_em.htm#how_do_medical_personnel_care_for_a_drowning

_victim) 

 

https://www.emedicinehealth.com/heart_attack/article_em.htm
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/heart_attack/article_em.htm
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/slideshow_understanding_stroke/article_em.htm
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/wilderness_seizure/article_em.htm
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/fatigue/article_em.htm
https://www.emedicinehealth.com/wilderness_neck_and_back_injuries/article_em.htm


 

 

 

 



HOW TO SAVE SOMEONE WHO IS DROWNING???              

 

 

Shout for help.

No matter your experience or training, having others assist you 
is a good idea.

Dial 100 /101

Call the rescue emergency number to report the incident as 
soon as possible.

Reach

This is quite risky and a lot of care should be taken. 

Throw

Most of the swimming areas have safety rings that are attached 
to a long rope.

Row

This applies where the victim is too far and can neither use reach or 
throw methods. Take a boat and go close to the victim taking care 

not to hit him.

Go

Swimming to rescue someone drowning should be the last resort, it 
require swimming skills and a lot of training before doing it.



 

 

 

 



 

Give first aid to the victim immediately after rescuing him or her.  

Feel for the pulse on the neck side or the wrist, if he is still breathing 

feel for the air coming through the nose and ensure it is open. 

If the victim is not breathing, perform a Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

(CPR) to increase his chances of surviving.  

A Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) is a combination of 

chest compressions and mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to deliver oxygen and 

artificial blood circulation to the victim.  

When you perform a CPR, blood is circulated to the body providing oxygen to 

the brain and other body parts. A CPR should be performed immediately by 

trained personnelto a person with breathing difficulty as starvation of oxygen 

in the brain may cause death. 

 

After rescuing the victim 

from Drowning??? 

(Source:https://depositphotos.com/372901784/stock-illustration-cpr-how-vector-

illustration.html) 

Change the  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

HOW CAN ONE PREVENT DROWNING??? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be Safe After:  

If someone is missing, check the water first. 

If someone is in trouble in the water reach out to the person using any 

available object, throw anything that will provide the victim support. 

Keep yourself safe. In most cases, only trained professionals should enter 

the water to perform a rescue. 

Do not trust a child’s life with another child. Teach children to always ask 

permission to go near water. 

No one is ‘drownproof’ or ‘water safe’. Participation in any swim lesson 

programme cannot make somebody ‘drownproof’. 

• Provide close and constant 

attention to children you are 

supervising in or near water. 

• Fence pools and spas with 

adequate barriers, including 

four-sided fencing. 

• Learn swimming and water-

safety survival skills. 

• Children, inexperienced 

swimmers, and all boaters 

should wear life jackets. 

• Always swim in a lifeguarded 

area. 

 

My Mom used to say, “It is 

better to be safe than Sorry…” 

(Source: https://www.redcross.org/content/dam/redcross/Health-Safety-Services/Aquatics/circle-

of-drowning-prevention.pdf) 

(Source: OSDMA safety manual) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes, I will also join 

swimming classes so 

that I will never meet 

with such accident. 

Yes, if I would have taught 

swimming to my son, then 

today he must not have met 

with such an accident. 

Oh! It’s really sad to know what 

Ravi went through… I will learn 

swimming so that I will never 

drown. 

It is essential to learn 

swimming… but one should not 

assume that if he/she knows 

swimming then they are never 

going to drown.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DO YOU STAY IN SUCH MYTH 

THAT YOU ARE SAFE IF YOU 

KNOW HOW TO SWIM??? 

MYTH 1: Good Swimmers Don’t Have to Worry About 

Drowning. 

• Learning swimming is importantfordrowning prevention 

but nobody is drown-proof—including professional 

swimmers.(studies have shown that swimmers can 

reduce the risk of drowning by up to 88%). 

• Water can be unpredictable, especially open water, 

and rip tides, undertows and currents can be 

dangerous. That is why no one should ever swim alone! 

MYTH 2: Don’t Need a Life Jacket if You Know How to 

Swim 

• Factors like your child’s skill level, or the type of 

swimming environment, are important things to take 

into consideration when determining whether you 

should wear a life jacket.  

MYTH 3: If We’re Not Swimming, There’s No Risk of 

Drowning 

• The unfortunate reality is that the majority of 

drowning accidents take place during non-swimming 

times. In fact, 69% of drowning deaths for children 

under five happen when they aren’t expected to be 

swimming. 

 

 

(Source: https://www.goldfishswimschool.com/blog/2021/may/8-drowning-myths-water-safety-tips-from-a-

board-/) 

) 

https://www.goldfishswimschool.com/blog/2021/may/8-drowning-myths-water-safety-tips-from-a-board-/
https://www.goldfishswimschool.com/blog/2021/may/8-drowning-myths-water-safety-tips-from-a-board-/


 

➢ Be aware of water and weather conditions. 

➢ Never leave a young child unattended near water. 

➢ Fence pools, ponds and other open water bodies 

near your home with adequate barriers. 

➢ Everyone in family should learn swimming and 

water safety survival skills. 

➢ Whenever near water- have reaching and throwing 

equipment on hand such as ring buoys, or reaching 

poles or even a water jug tied to a rope. Have life 

jackets, mobile phone for making emergency call 

and a well-stocked first aid kit. 

➢ Always swim only in area that are designated for 

swimming and are supervised by lifeguards. 

➢ Always swim with a buddy, don’t allow anyone to 

swim alone. 

➢ Always enter water cautiously, feet first. 

➢ While on a boat, always wear a proper life jacket. 

➢ Do not use alcohol or drugs before or while 

swimming or supervising. 

 

(Source: OSDMA safety manual) 

 

 

 

 

LET’S HAVE A LOOK ON 

SOME OF THESE SAFETY 

TIPS 



 

 

Let us try to understand different types of Drowning: 

WET DROWNING: Liquid floods the lungs and causes breathless. The 

victim isn’t able to take in air and without proper aid, can drown. 

Dry drowning occurs when someone inhales water through the nose or 

mouth, causing a spasm in the airway and difficulty breathing. The 

drowning is called “dry” because water does not enter the lungs because of 

spasm (reflex closing) of the vocal cords.  

Active drowning is the response someone has when they recognize there is 

a chance they could drown. Adults and older children are usually able to 

detect their danger beforehand, and have the ability to attempt to stay 

above the water while still drawing attention towards them. 

Passive drowning occurs when someone submerges and is unable to 

resurface. It usually occurs to small children due to lack of knowledge or 

physical ability to make it back to the surface. 

Secondary drowning is where a victim of drowning is successfully rescued 

and resuscitated; they may appear to be fully recovered but could still be 

fatal.  

(Source: https://swimrichmond.org/blog/5-drowning-types-to-prevent/) 

 

FEW MORE INFORMATION 

ABOUT DROWNING: 

ACCORDING TO WORLD HEALTH RANKINGS, 

DROWNING DEATH RATE OF INDIA IN THE YEAR 

2021 IS 4.99, FOR MALE IT IS 6.59 AND FOR 

FEMALE IT IS 3.30. 

(Source: https://www.worldlifeexpectancy.com/cause-of-

death/drownings/by-country/) 



 

SOURCES 
 

This book would not have been successful without the help of: 
 

1. https://www.clipartmax.com/ 
2. https://lovepik.com/ 
3. https://www.toonytool.com/ 
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DROWNING
ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା

A STATE SPECIF IC D ISASTER
ଏକ  ରାଜ�  େକୖ�ି� କ  ବିପଯ��ୟ  

ପହଁରିବା େବେଳ ହାଲ�ଆ ବା ଅଣନଶି�ାସୀ ଲାଗିେଲ ।
ପାଣ ି ବଷିୟେର ନଜାଣ ି ଡଆଁି ମାରିବା ଦ� ାରା ବପିଦଜନତି �ତି
େହାଇଥାଏ।
େନୗକା ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା I
ଲାଇ� ଜ�ାେକଟର ଅଭାବ I

ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ବ�କି�କୁ କିପରି ର�ା କରାଯାଇପାରିବ?
ସାହାଯ� ପାଇଁ ଚ�ିାର କର��  

ଆପଣ�ର େଯେତ ଅନୁଭବ ବା ପ�ଶି�ଣ ଥାଉ ନା କାହ�କି ଅନ�ମାନ�ର
ସାହାଯ� େନବା ଏକ ଭଲ ବୁ�ି େହବ।

୧୦୦/୧୦୧ କୁ ଡାଏଲ କର��  
େଯେତଶୀଘ� ସ�ବ ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ସ�କ�େର ଜଣାଇବା ପାଇଁ ପ�ଦ�
ଜର� ରୀ ନମ�ରେର ଡାଏ� କର��  l

ପହ���
ଏହା ଖୁ� ସ�ଟମୟ େତଣୁ ସାବଧାନତା ଅବଲମ�ନ କରିବାକୁ ପଡ଼ବି।

ଫ����
ଅେନକ ପହଁରିବା ସ�ଳେର ଲମ�ା ଦଉଡ଼େିର ବ�ା େହାଇ ସରୁ�ା ରି� ସବୁ
ଉପଲବ�  ଥାଏ, ତାହାକୁ ଫ����  l

େନୗସ�ଳନା
ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଉଥ�ବା ବ�କ� ଯଦ ିଦୂରେର ଥାଆନି� ଏବଂ ତା� ପାଖେର ପହ�ିବା
କିମ�ା ସୁର�ା ରି� ଫ���ବା ସ�ବ ନୁେହଁ େତେବ ତା� ପାଖକୁ ଡ�ାେର
ଯାଆ��  ଏବଂ ତା� େଦହେର ନ ବାଜିବା ଭଳି ସାବଧାନତା ଅବଲମ�ନ
କର�� ।

ଯାଆ��
ବୁଡ଼ ିଯାଉଥ�ବା ବ�କି��ୁ ଉ�ାର କରିବା ପାଇଁ ପହଁରିବା େହଉଛ ି େଶଷ
ଉପାୟ, ଏହା ସନ�ରଣ ବଷିୟେର �ାନ ଆବଶ�କ କେର ଏବଂ ଏହା
କରିବା ପାଇଁ ଅେନକ ତାଲ�ମ ଆବଶ�କ |

ଏଭଳି କଳି�ତ କଥାେର ଆପଣ ବଶି�ାସ କରନି� କି ?
(୧) କଳି�ତ କଥା – ପହଁରା ଜାଣଥି�େଲ ଆପଣ ବପିଦମୁକ� ।
ଭଲ ସନ�ରଣକାରୀମାନ�ୁ ବୁଡ଼ଯିବା ପାଇଁ ଚନି�ା କରିବା ଦରକାର ନାହ� 
ସତ�ତା – ସନ�ରଣ ଶିଖୁବା ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ପ�ତହିତ କରିବାପାଇଁ ଜର� ରୀ, କି��
େକହ ିମ� ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ସୁର�ିତ ନୁହଁନି� ଏପରିକି ଅଭ�� ସନ�ରଣକାରୀ ମ�
(ଅନୁ�ାନର�  ଜଣାଯାଏ ସନ�ରଣକାରୀମାେନ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବ RISK କୁ ୮୮%
କମାଇ େଦଇ ପାରନି�) ପାଣ ି ବଷିୟେର ପୂବ�ାନୁମାନ କରିେହବା ସ�ବ
ନୁେହଁ, ବେିଶଷ କରି େଖାଲା ଜଳାଶୟ, ଜୁଆର ଓ କେରଣ�େଯାଗଁ ୁପାଣି
ତେଳ ଟାଣ ିେହାଇଯିବା ବପିଦଜନକ। େସଥପାଇଁ ମ� ଏକୁଟଆି ପହଁରିବା
ଉଚ�ି ନୁେହଁ ।
(୨) କଳି�ତ କଥା - ପହଁରା ଜାଣଥି�େଲ ତ�ମକୁ ଲାଇ� ଜ�ାେକଟ ଦରକାର
ନାହ� ।
ସତ�ତା – ଆପଣ ଲାଇ� ଜ�ାେକଟ ପି�ବିା ଦରକାର କି ନାହ� ଏ ନଶିି�ତ
କରିବା ସମୟେର, ଆପଣ� ପହଁରିବା ଦ�ତା ଓ ସନ�ରଣର ପାରିପାଶ��କ
ଅବସ�ା ଆଦ ିଦରକାରୀ ଜିନଷି ଚନି�ା କରି େନବା ଉଚ�ି।
(୩) କଳି�ତ କଥା – ଆେମ ପହଁର�  ନଥ�େଲ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର େକୗଣସ ିଭୟ ନାହ� ।
ସତ�ତା – ସନ�ରଣ ନକର� ଥ�ବା ଦୁଭାଗ�ପୂ�� ବାସ�ବତା େହଉଛ ିଅଧକୁାଂଶ
ବୁଡ଼ବିା ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ସମୟେର ଘଟଥିାଏ। ପ�କୃତେର ୫ବଷ�ର�  ସାନ
ଛୁଆମାନ�ର ୭୯% ମୃତ� � େସମାେନ ସନ�ରଣ ନକର� ଥ�ବା ସମୟେର
ଘେଟ ।

ସନ�ରଣ ସ�କ�େର ଅଳ�  େକେତାଟ ିସଚୂନା
ଆସ��  ବଭି�ନ�  ପ�କାରର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ବଷିୟେର ବୁଝବିାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କରିବା

ଆଦ��  ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା : ତରଳ ପଦାଥ� ଫୁ� ଫୁ� େର ପ�େବଶ କରି ଶ�ାସର� �
ଘଟାଇଥାଏ। ପୀଡ଼ତି ଅମ�ଜାନ େନଇ ନପାରି ଉପଯକୁ� ଚକିି�ା ଅଭାବର�
ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଇପାେର ।

ବ�କି� େଯେତେବେଳ ନାକ ବା ପାଟବିାେଟ ନଶି�ାସେର ଜଳକୁ ନଏି
େସେତେବେଳ ତା�ର ଶ�ାସନଳୀେର ସ�ନ ଓ ନଶି�ାସ େନବାେର
ଅସବୁଧିା ସଷିୃ� େହାଇଥାଏ। େସେତେବେଳ ଶଷୁ� ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଘଟଥିାଏ ।
ଏହାକୁ ଶଷୁ� କୁହାଯାଏ କାରଣ ସ�ରନଳୀେର । ସ��ନ (ଆେପ ବ�
େହାଇଯିବା) େଯାଗଁ ୁଜଳ ଫୁ� ଫୁ� େର ପଶିପାେର ନାହ�। 
େଯେତେବେଳ ଜେଣ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର ଆଶ�ା ଅନୁଭବ କେର ତାର
ପ�ତକିି�ୟାକୁ ସକି�ୟ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା କହନି� । ବୟସ� ଓ ବଡ଼ପିଲାମାେନ
ସାଧାରଣତଃ େସମାନ�ର ବପିଦକୁ ଆଗର�  ଜାଣପିାରି ନଜିକୁ ପାଣି
ଉପେର ରଖୁବାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କରନି� ଏବଂ ଅନ�ମାନ�ର ଦୃଷି� ଆକଷ�ଣ
କରନି� । 
େଯେତେବେଳ ଜେଣ ପାଣେିର ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଏ ଓ ଉପରକୁ ଆସପିାେର
ନାହ� େସେତେବେଳ ନଷିିୟ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଘଟଥିାଏ । ସାଧାରଣତଃ
�ାନର ଅଭାବ କିମ�ା ଜଳ ଉପରକୁ ଉଠିବାର ଶାରିରୀକ ଅ�ମତା
େଯାଗଁ ୁସାନ ପିଲାମାନ�ଠାେର ଏହା ଘଟଥିାଏ।
ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଇଥ�ବା ପୀଡ଼ତି�ୁ େଯେତେବେଳ ସଫଳତାର ସହତି ଉ�ାର
ଏବଂ । ପୁନବ�ାର େଚତା େଫେରଇବାର େଚଷ�ା କରାଯାଇଥାଏ।
େସମାେନ ସ�ୂ�� ସୁସ ୁଜଣାପଡ଼େିଲ ମ� ସମୟ ସମୟେର ଘାତକ
ସାବ�ସ� େହାଇପାେର। ଏହାକୁ େଗୗଣ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା କୁହାଯାଏ।

େଯେତେବେଳ ଜେଣ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର ଆଶ�ା ଅନୁଭବ କେର ତାର
ପ�ତକିି�ୟାକୁ ସକି�ୟ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା କହନି�। ବୟସ� ଓ ବଡ଼ପିଲାମାେନ
ସାଧାରଣତଃ େସମାନ�ର ବପିଦକୁ ଆଗର�  ଜାଣପିାରି ନଜିକୁ ପାଣି
ଉପେର ରଖୁବାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କରନି� ଏବଂ ଅନ�ମାନ�ର ଦୃଷି� ଆକଷ�ଣ
କରନି� ।
େଯେତେବେଳ ଜେଣ ପାଣେିର ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଏ ଓ ଉପରକୁ ଆସପିାେର
ନାହ� େସେତେବେଳ ନଷିିୟ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଘଟଥିାଏ । ସାଧାରଣତଃ
�ାନର ଅଭାବ କିମ�ା ଜଳ ଉପରକୁ ଉଠିବାର ଶାରିରୀକ ଅ�ମତା
େଯାଗଁ ୁସାନ ପିଲାମାନ�ଠାେର ଏହା ଘଟଥିାଏ।
ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଇଥ�ବା ପୀଡ଼ତି�ୁ େଯେତେବେଳ ସଫଳତାର ସହତି ଉ�ାର
ଏବଂ । ପୁନବ�ାର େଚତା େଫେରଇବାର େଚଷ�ା କରାଯାଇଥାଏ।
େସମାେନ ସ�ୂଣ� ସୁସ ୁଜଣାପଡ଼େିଲ ମ� ସମୟ ସମୟେର ଘାତକ
ସାବ�ସ� େହାଇପାେର । ଏହାକୁ େଗୗଣ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା କୁହାଯାଏ।

�ାନ  ଦଅି��
ବଶି� ସ�ାସ�� େଶ�ଣୀ ଅନୁସାେର ୨୦୨୧ ମସହିାେର ଭାରତେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା
ମତୃ� � ୪.୯୯, ପରୁ� ଷମାନ� ପାଇଁ ଏହା ୬.୫୯ ଏବଂ ମହଳିା ମାନ�ପାଇଁ
୩.୩୦ ।

�ାନ ଦଅି��
ବଶି� ସ�ାସ�� େଶ�ଣୀ ଅନୁସାେର ୨୦୨୧ ମସହିାେର ଭାରତେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା
ମତୃ� � ୪.୯୯, ପରୁ� ଷମାନ� ପାଇଁ ଏହା ୬.୫୯ ଏବଂ ମହଳିା ମାନ�ପାଇଁ
୩.୩୦|
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ଜଳାଶୟେର ଉପଯକୁ� ତ�� ାବଧାନର ଅଭାବ 
େଖାଲା ଜଳାଶୟ (ସାଧାରଣତଃ ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଉଥ�ବା ପିଲାମାେନ
ପା�ମିନଟିର�  କମ ସମୟେର ନଜିର ଦୃଷି� ବାହାରକୁ ରହଯିାଇଥାନି�)
ଡ�ାମାନ�େର ଲାଇ�  ଜ�ାେକଟର ଅଭାବ।
ଜଳାଶୟେର ବ�ବହାର େହଉଥବୁା େଖଳନା ପ�କୃତ ଲାଇ� 
ଜ�ାେକଟର ବକିଳ�  ନୁେହଁ । 
ଛୁଆ� ପ�ତ ିଅଣେଦଖା କରିବା । 

ଅ��ାଧକୁ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଘଟଣା ମଦ�ପାନ େଯାଗଁ ୁେହାଇଥାଏ। 
ପହଁରା ନଜାଣବିା। 
�ଦଘାତ, ସଜିର, େଶ�ାକ, କୀଟଦଂଶନ ଆଦ ି େ�ତ�େର ପୀଡ଼ତି�ୁ
ଆପାତକାଳୀନ ଚକିି�ା ନମିଳିେଲ ।

୬. ଜଳାଶୟ ନକିଟେର େସଲଫ� େନବା । 
 

ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର ସାଧାରଣ କ�ମ:
 

ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଉଥ�ବା ବ�କି� ନଜିର ମୁ�କୁ ପାଣ ିଉପେର ରଖବୁାକୁ େଚଷ�ାକେର ।
ଜଳସ�ର ତଳକୁ ମ�ୁ ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଏ ଯାହା ଫଳେର ନଃିଶ�ାସ ବ� �ଏ। 
ଉପର ଶ�ାସନଳୀେର ପାଣ ିପଶି ଯିବା େଯାଗଁ ୁଗଳାେର ଜାକ ସଷିୃ� �ଏ ।
ଅଧକୁାଂଶ ସମୟେର ଏହ ିଜାକ ଢ଼ଲିା େହାଇଯାଏ । ଯାହାଦ� ାରା ପାଣ ିଗଳା
ମ� େଦଇ ଶ�ାସନଳୀ ଓ ଫୁ� ଫୁ� େର ପ�େବଶ କେର ।
ଅମ�ଜାନ �ତପି�ର ମାଂସେପଶୀ ସଠି� ଭାେବ କାଯ�� କରିବାପାଇଁ
ଅତ�ନ� ଆବଶ�କ । ନୟିମିତ ଭାେବ ଅମ�ଜାନ ନ ପାଇେଲ �ତପି�ର
ସ��ନ ଅସ�ଭାବକି ଓ ବପିଦପ�ୂ� େହାଇଥାଏ।
ଅମ�ଜାନ ବନିା ଅଳ�  େକେତ ମିନଟି ମ�େର ମସି�ଷ� କାମ କରିବା ବ�
କରିଦଏି। ୬ମିନଟିର�  ଅଧକୁ ସମୟ ଅମ�ଜାନ ନ ପାଇେଲ ମସି�ଷ�କୁ
ସ�ାୟୀଭାେବ ଆଘାତ େହାଇଯାଏ।

ଜାଣଛିନି� କି ? 
ଓଡ଼ଶିାେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଜନତି େହଉଥ�ବା ଅଧକୁାଂଶ ମତୃ� � ଜୁଲାଇର�
ନେଭମ�ର ମ�େର େହାଇଥାଏ।
ଲାଇଫବୟ ଏବଂ ଲାଇ�  ଜ�ାେକଟ ଆପଣ�ୁ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର�  ବ�ାଇ ଥାଏ।
ଚ�ିବେିନାଦନ ଘଟଣା େଯପରିକି ବ�ୁମାନ� ସହ ଜଳାଶୟ ମ�େର
ଖରାଦେିନ ଗାେଧାଇବା, େବପର�ଆ ଭାେବ ପାଣକୁି ଡଆଁି ମାରିବା,
ପବ�ପବ�ାଣ ିଉ�ବ ସମୟେର ଅତ�ଧକୁ ଭାରଥ�ବା ଡ�ାେର ଯାତ�ା କରିବା
ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା କାରଣ େହାଇଥାଏ l
ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା, ବକ� ାଘାତ, ଘ�ୂ�ବାତ�ା, ଅତ�ଧକୁ ବୃଷି�, ଅଂଶଘୁାତ, େନୗକା
ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ଏବଂ ସପ�ାଘାତ ଆଦ ି ଆଠଟ ି ପ�ାକୃତକି ବପି�ି ଓଡ଼ଶିା
ସରକାର�ଦ� ାରା ରାଜ�େକୖ�ି�କ ବପିଯ��ୟ ଭାବେର େଘାଷଣା
କରାଯାଇଛ ି।
ପ�ାକୃତକି ବପିଯ��ୟେର ଶିକାର େହାଇ ପ�ାଣ ହରାଇଥ�ବା ବ�କି�ମାନ�ର
ପରିବାର ବଗ��ୁ ରାଜ� ବପି�ି ଉ�ର ପାଣି� (SDRF), ଓଡ଼ଶିା ସରକାର�
ଦ� ାରା ୪,୦୦,୦୦୦/- ଟ�ା ପଯ��ନ� ଅନୁକ�ା ରାଶି ପ�ଦାନ କରାଯାଇଥାଏ
l

ଶିଶ ୁଏବଂ େଛାଟ ଛୁଆ�ର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର କାରଣ
 

ଶିଶ ୁଏବଂ ଛୁଆମାନ�ର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର ବପିଦର ନମି�ଲ�ଖୁତ କାରଣ:

 
କିେଶାର ଏବଂ ପ�ାପ� ବୟସ��ର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର କାରଣ 

 

ମୁ� ପଛକୁ ଗଲ�ଯିବା ସହତି ମୁହଁ ପୁରା େମଲା ରେହ ।
ଆଖ� ପୁରା ବ� ଥାଏ କିମ�ା ସ��ୂ� େଖାଲା ଥାଏ ଏବଂ କିଛ ିେଦଖ�ବା
ଅବସ�ାେର ନଥାଏ।
ଜଳସ�ର ଉପରକୁ ଏବଂ ତଳକୁ ମୁ� ଉବୁଟ� ବୁ େହଉଥାଏ। 
ଗଭୀର ନଃିଶ�ାସ ଏବଂ ଧଇଁସଇଁ େହବା l
େକୗଣସ ିଏକ ଦଗିେର ପହଁରିବାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କରିବା ଓ େସଥ�େର ବଫିଳ
େହବା ।

ପୃଥ�ବୀେର ଘଟ� ଥ�ବା �ତଜିନତି ମୃତ� �ର ଶତକଡ଼ା ୭ ଭାଗ ପାଣେିର
ବୁଡ଼ବିା େଯାଗଁ ୁେହାଇଥାଏ। 
ଅନ�ିାକୃତ ମୃତ� �େର ଏହା ତ� ତୀୟ ସ�ାନେର ଅଛ।ି
ସମଗ� ପୃଥ�ବୀେର ୫ର�  ୧୪ ବଷ� ପିଲାମାନ� ମ�େର ପାଣେିର
ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ପ�ଥମ ଦଶଟ ିକାରଣ ମ�ର�  ଅନ�ତମ। 
ରିେପାଟ� ଅନୁଯାୟୀ ଭାରତେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା େଯାଗଁ ୁ ମତୃ� � ଘଟ� ଥ�ବା
ମ�ର�  ଶତକଡ଼ା ୫୪ ଭାଗ ୫ବଷ�ର�  କମ ପିଲା� ମ�େର, ଶତକଡ଼ା
୨୬ଭାଗ ୫ର�  ୯ ବଷ� ପିଲା� ମ�େର ଏବଂ ଶତକଡ଼ା ୧୯ ଭାଗ ୧୦ ର�
୧୪ ବଷ� ପିଲା� ମ�େର େହାଇଥାଏ। 
ସୂତ� ଅନୁସାେର ୨୦୧୮ ମସହିାେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଜନତି ମତୃ� � ଘଟବିାର
ଏକ ବେିଶଷ ସଂଖ�ା ମ�ପ�େଦଶର�  ମିଳିଥ�ଲା । (୩୦୧୮୭ ର�  ୪୫୪୨
ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ଜନତି ମୃତ� �ର ଏହା ଶତକଡ଼ା ୧୫ ଭାଗ) ।

ଜେଣ ବୁଡ଼ ିଯାଉଛ ିେବାଲ� କିପରି ଜଣା ପଡ଼ବି ?
 

ବାସ�ବ ଜୀବନେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଏହପିରି ଜଣାପେଡ଼ :

ଜର� ରୀ : ଏଇ ସମସ� ଚ�ି ମ�ର�  ଅନ�ତଃ େଗାଟଏି ବ ିନଜରେର
ପଡ଼େିଲ ସମୟ ନଷ� ନକରି ପଚାର��  େସ ଠି� ଅଛନି� କି ? ଉ�ର
ନମିଳିେଲ ତ� �ଣା� ସାହାଯ� କର��  ।

ଚାଲ��  ଜାଣବିା

ଓଡ଼ଶିାେର ୨୦୧୯-୨୦୨୦େର ସମଗ� ୩୦ଟ ି ଜିଲ� ାେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା େଯାଗଁୁ
୧୨୦୦ େଲାକ ପ�ାଣ ହରାଇଥ�େଲ। 
ଓଡ଼ଶିାର ଗ�ାମେର ମୃତ� �ସଂଖ�ା ସବ�ାଧକୁ ଏବଂ େବୗଦେର ମତୃ� �ସଂଖ�ା
ସବ�ନମି� l

ଆପଣ ଜାଣଛିନି� କି ? 
ପ�ତବିଷ� ୨୫ ଜୁଲାଇେର ବଶି� ବୁଡ଼ା ପ�ତେିରାଧ ଦବିସ World
Drowning Prevention Day ପାଳନ କରାଯାଏ । 
ଏହାର େଘାଷଣା UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY ଦ� ାରା ତା�
Resolution A/75/L-76 “GLOBAL DROWINING
PREVENTION” ଏପି�ଲ ୨୦୨୧େର କରାଯାଇଥ�ଲା । 
ପାଣେିର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଏବଂ ତା’ର ପ�ଭାବକୁ ଏଇ ଦନିଟେିର ସ�ରଣ କରାଯାଏ
ଏବଂ ଜୀବନର�ା ପ�ତକିାର ଉପେର ଆେଲାକପାତ ଓ ଚ��ା କରାଯାଏ।

େଦୖନ�ନି ଜୀବନେର ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବାର େକେତାଟ ିପ�ମୁଖ କାରଣ :
୧. ପାଣରି ଆସ�ରଣ ବଷିୟେର ନଜାଣ ିବ�ୁମାନ� ସହ େନୗକା ବହିାରେର
ଯିବା । 
୨. ଅତ�ଧକୁ େବାଝ େହାଇଥ�ବା ଡ�ାେର ଯାତ�ା କରିବା । 
୩. େହାଲ�ଦନି ବପିଦଶ�ୁଳ ଜଳାଶୟ ମ�େର ସ�ାନ କରିବା । 
୪. ବଣେଭାଜି ସ�ଳେର ଜଳସ�ର େଦେଖଇବା ।
୫. ପହଁରା ନଜାଣ ିପାଣକୁି େଡଇଁବା । 

କଳି�ତ କଥା – ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ଶ� କାରକ l
ବାସ�ବ କଥା- ନେଦଖଥୁ�ବା େବେଳ ବୁଡ଼ଯିିବା ନଃିଶ�େର ଏବଂ
ବ�ତ ଶୀଘ� ଘଟଥିାଏ, ମଖୁ�ତଃ ସାନ ପିଲା� େ�ତ�େର
ଚଳ�ତି�େର ଏପରି େହାଇନଥାଏ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା – େମାର ଚନି�ା କରିବାର କାରଣ ନାହ� ପାଣଜିନତି
ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ଘର ଭ�ତେର ବା ବାହାେର େଯେହତ�  ମୁଁ ପାଣ ିପାଖେର
ରେହନ ି। 
ବାସ�ବ କଥା- ପାଣଜିନତି ଦୁଘ�ଟଣା ଘର ଭ�ତେର ବା ବାହାେର େଯ
େକୗଣସ ି ସ�ାନେର େହାଇପାେର । ଶିଶମୁାେନ ବାଲଟଏି ପାଣ,ି
ବଗିଗେର ଥ�ବା ପାଣକୁି�, ଏବଂ ପାଇଖାନାେର ମ� ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଇ
ପାରନି� ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା – ଅଳ�ପାଣ ିକିମ�ା ଅଗଭୀର ଜଳାଶୟେର େଛାଟପିଲା
ସରୁ�ିତ l
ବାସ�ବ କଥା- ଛୁଆମାେନ ଅଳ�  େକେତ ଇ� ପାଣେିର କିଛ ି ମିନଟି
ମ�େର ବୁଡ଼ଯିାଇ ପାରନି� ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା – ସବୁେବେଳ ଅନ�କୁ ବ�ାଇବାପାଇଁ ପାଣକୁି େଡଇଁ
ପଡ଼ବିା ଦରକାର l
ବାସ�ବ କଥା- ପାଣକୁି େଡଇଁ ପଡ଼ବିାଦ� ାରା ନଜିପାଇଁ ଓ ବୁଡ଼ି
ଯାଉଥ�ବା ବ�କି� ପାଇଁ ବପିଦ େହାଇପାେର । 

କଳି�ତ କଥା – େଫ� ାଟ�ି ଏଡ� ଏବଂ ୱାଟର ୱ���  ପିଲାମାନ�ୁ
ସରୁ�ିତ ରେଖ l
ବାସ�ବ କଥା- ଲାଇଫବୟ ଓ ଲାଇଫ ଜ�ାେକଟକୁ
ସନ�ରଣକାରୀମାନ� ପାଇଁ ସବୁଠାର�  ସୁର�ିତ ଯନ�  ହସିାବେର
SOLAS ଦ� ାରା ଅନୁେମାଦତି େହାଇଛ ି। ଏହ ିସବୁ ଯନ�  ବୟସ��ର
ତତ� ାବଧାନେର ବ�ବହାର କରାଯିବା ଉଚ�ି ।
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cêLa§ 

IWÿògûe icÉ aògßaò\ýûkd c¤ùe CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd iùaûð�cö  Cq 

aògßaò\ýûkd Zûe eûÁâúd CyÿZe  gòlû  @bò~û^  (RUSA)  _âKÌ  cû¤cùe 

icÉ QûZâ QûZâúue Cyÿgòlû C_ùe MêeêZß  ù\A[ûGö   

 CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd RUSA _âKÌ @]ú^ùe [ôaû eêeûfþ @ûCUeòPþ ù_âûMûcþ 

cû¤cùe  ùUùKÜûùfûRòKûfò, Gaõ  @^ýû^ý C_ûdùe MâûcúY ùfûKue  ù\÷^¦ò^ 

Rúa^e C^ÜZò _ûAñ _âdûi Keò[ûGö  

 CKôk aògßaò\ýûkde RUSA ù_âûùRKÖ eêeûf @ûCUeòPþ ù_âûMûce eêeûfþ 

ùWÿbf_ùc� WòbòR^þ e ùUùKÜûùfûRòKûf Aù^ûùbi^þ cû¤cùe aêYûKûe 

ùMûÂúue C^ÜZò _ûAñ Kûc Keò[ûGö Gjò WòbòR^þ aêYûKûe ùMûÂúue 

GeùMûù^ûcòKûfò @^ìPòZ bûaùe Kûc Keòaû ùg÷kúe _eòa�ð^ Keòaû _ûAñ ùPÁû 

KeêQò ö 

Gjò iciýûKê ùUùKÜûùfûRò cû¤cùe  icû]û^ Keòaû _ûAñ @ù^K _âKûe 

_\ùl_ ^ò@û~ûCQò ö ùUùKÜûùfûRòe Aù^ûùbi^ Gaõ Wûqeò PòKòiôû \ßûeû Gjò 

iciýû \ìe ùjûA _ûeòaö SVNIRTAR e ijûdZûùe Gjò `òRòIù[eû_ò 

cû^ê@ûfþUò _âÉêZ ùjûAQòö  ~ûjû Gjò ù_âûùRKÖe GK @w @ùUöGjòcû^ê@ûfþùe 

\ò@û~ûA[ôaû `òRòIù[eû_ò aýûdûc MêWÿòK \úNð\ò̂  ]eò @býûi Kùf 

aêYûKûecû^uê Gjò ùacûeú eê cêqò còkòa û  

 



_ìaðûaùfûK^ 

  aêYûKûe cêLýZü ù~Cñcûù^ 
jÉZ«ùe Kûc Ke«ò ùicûù^ 
@ù^K ùacûeúe i¹êLú^ 
ùjûA[û@û«òö ùicû^u bòZeê  KòQò 
aêYûKûe cû^u _ûLùe  iû]ûeY 
ùacûeú ~[û @ûŒê MY×ò aò§û, 
ÆŠêfûAUòiþ, MûÁâúKþ, Plê iciýû 
AZýû\ò ù\Lûù\A[ûGö iû]ûeYZü Gjò ùacûeò cûõiù_gú R^òZ iciýû 
(M.S.D.) e _â[c flY @ùUö Gjûe cêLý KûeY ùjfû jÉZ«ùe 
@Zý]ôK icd _~ðý« @^êPòZ bûaùe Kûc Keòaûö  

 @ûce cêLý _âdûi ùjCQò aêYûKûe cû^ue Kû~ðý Keòaû ùg÷kúKê 
VòKþ Keòaû _ûAñ ùicû^u _êeûZ^ Z«Kê  GeùMûù^ûcòKè cû¤cùe 
_eòa�ð̂  Keò ^ìZ^ ùg÷kúùe MXÿòaû ö  aêYûKûecûù^ `òRùdûI[ûe_ò’Kê  
\úNð\ò̂  ]eò @býûi Kùf Gjò geúe _òWûeê cêqò _ûAùaö CKôk 
aògßaò\ýûkd gòlû ùlZâùe GK @MâMûcú gòlû^êÂû^ @ùUö aêYûKûe 
cû^ue jòZ _ûAñ Gjò cû^ê@ûf CKôk aògßaò\ýûkde  RUSA ù_âûùRKÖe 
GK ùQûU _âdûi cûZâö cû^ê@ûf ^òcòðZ  Keòaûùe SVNIRTARe 
ijù~ûM Gaõ cûM\gð̂  _ûAñ @ûùc KéZm û  

 CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd RUSA ù_âûùRKÖe MâûcòY aòKûg aòbûMe Gjò  
_âdûi _ûAñ cêñ @Zý« Lêiò Gaõ  @ûgû KeêQò Gjò cû^ê@ûf aêYûKûecû^u 
_ûAñ `k _â\ûdK ùja û   

 
 _âù`ie iaúZû @û·~ðý  

Kêk_Zò, C}k aògßaò\ýûkd  



_ìaðûaùfûK^ 

L¬û cûõiù_gú R ò̂Z iciýû (M.S.D) 
ùjCQò cûõiù_gú, iÜûdê, MY×ò AZýû\òe 
WòRþ@Wðe  û @Zý]ôK icd ]eò @ ê̂PòZ 
bûaùe Kû~ðý Keòaû  ù~ûMêñ Gjò_eò  
M.S.D iciýû ù\Lûù\A[ûGö 
aêYûKûe  cûù^ aêYòaû icdùe @]ôK 
icd _~ðý« ùMûUòG   RûMûùe aiò 

aêYòaû ù~ûMê MSD bkò ùacûeúe gòKûe ùjûA[û@û«òö  ùicûù^  ~\ò 
ò̂dcòZ bûaùe ò̀Ròùdû[e_òe @býûi Ke«ò ùZùa ùicûù^  Gjò 

ùacûeúeê KòQò _eòcûYùe cêqò _ûA_ûeòùaö  

@ûùc  SVNIRTAR,  cû^a RûZòe KfýûY _ûAñ iað\û AzêK û 
CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd  RUSA ù_âûùRKÖ cû¤cùe IWÿògûe  MâûcúY 
ùfûKcû^ue C Ü̂Zò _ûAñ Gjò_eò _\ùl_ ù^C[ôaûeê cêñ @Zý« Lêiòö   

 CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd @]ô̂ ùe RUSA ù_âûùRKÖe MâûcòY aòKûg aòbûM 
Gaõ SVNIRTAR IfPþ_êe còkòZ bûaùe Gjò cû ê̂@ûf  ò̂cðòZ KeòQ«ò û 
aêYûKûe cûù^ @ ì̂PòZ bûaùe aêYòaû ù~ûMê geòeùe ù~Cñ _úWû ùjûA[ûG 
Zûjû \ìeKeòaû _ûAñ Gjò cû ê̂@ûf fûb\ûdK ùjaö Gjò cû ê̂@ûf Zò@ûeò 
Keòaû _ûAñ ù~Cñ KVò̂  _eògâc Gaõ _âdûi Keû~ûAQò Zûjû @Zý« 
_âgõg^úd û  

cêñ @ûgû Keê@Qò Gjû ò̂½òZ bûùae KéZKû~ðý ùja ö 

 
 W. _ò._ò cjû«ò 

^òùŸðgK,SVNIRTAR, IfU_êe 
 



C_KâcYòKû 
 Z«aêYû GK KÁKe aé�òö G[ôùe \úNð  icd _~ðý« iÚûYê bûùa 
aiòejò Kû~ðý Keòaû \eKûe _Wò[ûGö Gjû cûõiù_gú R^òZ iciýû aé¡ò 
Keòaûùe ijûdKe ùjûA[ûGö cûõiù_gú R^òZ iciýû  aêYûKûe cû^u 
c¤ùe  GK iû]ûeY ÊûiÚýMZ iciýû  

iû]ûeYZü cûõiù_gú R^òZ iciýû adi R^òZ ùjûA[ûGö Gjûe 
cìk KûeY cû^u c¤ùe aýqòMZ Gaõ _eòaûee @ûd, Kû~ðý ^òNð�, ÊÌ 
@ûùfûK _eòùag R^òZ, \ìhòZ aûdê PkûPk, aògâûc aò̂ û Kû~ðý Keòaû, Gaõ  
aiòaû ùg÷kú _âbéZòö   

jÉZ« aêYû @ù^K  _âKûe Kû~ðýùg÷kò \ßûeû _eò·kòZ ùi iaê 
bòZùe K�ûcûfþ iõMâj, \úNð icd ]eò Z« aêùfAaû Gaõ ^òe«e bûùa 
_û\, RõN R^òZ Kû~ðý\ßûeû  cûõiù_gú _âbûaòZ ùjûA[ûGö  

aêYûKûe  cûù^ @ù^K _âKûe  Käû«ò Cù\âK Kûeò Kû~ðýKeò[û«ò  ~[û 
jÉ iµû\òZ Kû~ðý, \úNð icd ]eò @ûMKê Sêuò ejòaû ]c^ú Gaõ iÜûdêKê 
iõùKûP^ Keòaûö  

\úNð  icd ]eò GK _âKûe @aiÚûùe  Gaõ GK _âKûe iÚòZòùe Kû~ðý 
Keòaû \ßûeû, Gaõ KâcûMZ bûùa Z«e ù_WûfKê ·k^û Keòaû \ßûeû 
geúee C_e Gaõ Zk @w _âùZýw _âbûaòZ ùjûA[ûGö  

`kùe Gjò Z«aêYû Kû~ðý GK KÁKe aé�ò bûùa _eòMYòZ ~ûjû 
cûõiù_gú R^òZ ùeûM aé¡ò Keòaûe cêLý KûeYö Gjò _òRòIù[eû`ò 
cû^êý@ûfùe \ò@û~ûA[ôaû _òRòIù[eû`ò aýûdûc MêWòK aêYûKûecû^ue 
KûcKeòaû ùg÷kúKê @ûLô @ûMùe eLô Zò@ûeò Keû~ûAQò û Gjò _òRòIù[eû`ò 
aýûdûc MêWòK \úNð \ò̂  ]eò @býûi Keòùf aêYûKûecû^u _ûAñ fûbKûeò 
ùja û  



 

_âZòùeû] 

1. ùaKe aýûdûc- iò]û ai«ê I iò]û ù\L«ê  ù[ûWÿò (Pò̂ þ) Gaõ cÉòÃKê 

_QKê UûY«ê ù~ _~ðý« cÉòÃe cìk Gaõ ùaKe @MâbûM UûYò ùjaû _eò 

@ ê̂ba Keòùa ö 5 ùiùKŠ _~ðý« ùijò_eò eêj«êö Zû _ùe _êYò 

_ê̂ eûaé�ò Ke«ê ijò ùjfû _~ðý« ö  

 

  
 
 
 
 

1.(K) 1.(L) 



2. Kû§e aýûdûc - iò]û ùjûA ai«ê/iò]û ùjûA QòWû jê@«ê ò̂Re jûZKê 
ù\j iûwùe icû«eûk bûùa eL«êö Zû _ùe ò̂Re Kû§Kê @û�òKäKþ 
bûùa aêfû«ê (10 [e) ö  

                  
2.(K)                                       2.(L) 

             
2.(M)                                    2.(N) 



3.  ùaKe aýûdûc-  iò]û ai«ê Gaõ iò]û 

ù\L«ê ö ò̂Re _û_êfòKê cêŠe _Q _ùU 

\ùaA Keò eL«ê  Gaõ ùaKKê _QKê 

@ûYòaûKê ùPÁû Ke«êö \g ùiùKŠ  

_~ðý«  _~ðý« ]eò eL«ê ö Zû_ùe 5 

[e ZûKê eò_òUþ Ke«ê  ö  

 

4. _û\e aýûdûc- ò̂Re  _û\e @ûwêVò C_ùe QòWû jê@«êöiò]û ù\L«ê  
Zû _ùe jûZe @ûwêVò  iaê Q¦ò \ ò@«ê Gaõ \ êA jûZKê _òVò iò]û eLô 
C_eKê CVû«êö 

 



5.  @ûŒêe aýûdûc- ò̂Re ùMûWÿe 

ùMûAVòKê iûc^ûKê ò̂@«ê Gaõ 

iûcû^ý Cyö  RûMûùe eL«ê ö 

ù~_eòKò iòXò Kò´û ùUaêf û Gjû 

Kfûùaùkû ùceê\Š iò]û eL«ê- 

Zû _ùe ùUaêfþ C_ùe [ôaû 

ùMûWe aò_eòZ jûZùe  @ûMKê 

Sêuò aûaê ùPÁû Ke«êö Gjû 

Kfû_ùe iò]û [ôaû ùMûW c¤ 

iûcû^ý auû ejòa öGjò aýûdûcKê 10 eê 30 ùiùKŠ  _~ðý«e 

Ke«êö   

 

6. @�ûe aýûdûc- iò]û Vò@û jê@«ê ö 

ò̂Re \ êA jûZKê _Q_U RõNù eL«ê 

Gaõ ò̂RKê ]^ê _eò _Q @ûWKê auû 

Ke«êö 3 ùiùKŠ _~ðý« iÚòe eêj«êö 

Zû’_ùe ò̂Re iûcû^ý ù_ûRòi^Kê  

ù`eò@ûi«êö   



7. @ûŒêe aýûdûc- aòQYûùe @ûeûcùi gê@«ê Kò́ û PUûYùe c¤ ùgûA 

_ûeòùa ö _âbûaòZ ùMûWKê iò]û Ke«ê, Gaõ ò̂Re  @ûŒê _Q_UKê ZkKê 

]ôùe ]ôùe ùVf«êö @û_Y ù\Lô_ûeòùa  ù~ RõNe i¹êL bûM 

cûõiù_gú KVò̂  ùjCQòö @û_Y ·jóùf ùMûAVòKê C_eKê CVûA 

_ûeòùaö 5 ùiùKŠ _~ðý« Ke«ê Zû_ùe @ûeûc Ke«êö  

 

7.(K) 

7.(L) 



8. _òVòe aýûdûc- ò̂Re RõN Gaõ @ûŒêKê iò]û eLô _òVò cûWò gê@«êö ò̂Re 

_ò·Kê C_eKê CVû«ê  ö   

 

9. _òVòe aýûdûc-  ù_UcûWÿò gê@«ê ö ò̂Re \ êA _û_êfòKê Zùk Xòeû ù\A 

Kû§ I cÉòÃKê C_eKê CVû«êö \ êA Kò́ û 3 cò ò̂Uþ _~ðý« Ke«ê, Gaõ 

_ìaðûaiÚûKê ù`e«êö  

 



10. _òVòe aýûdûc - ù_UcûWÿò gê@«ê, 

ò̂Re cêŠ Gaõ QûZòKê C_eKê 

CVû«ê, ò̂Re jûZ iûjû~ýùe Gjò 

@aiÚûùe  5 eê 10 ùiùKŠ 

_~ðý« eêj«êö _ìaûðaiÚûKê ù`e«ê  

Gaõ 10 [e eò_òUþ Ke«êö  

 
 

11. gßûi, jûZ Gaõ MŠòe _eò·k^û 

aýûdûc- ùUaêfþ Kò́ û ùaWþùe  

@ûeûcùe  ai«ê ò̂gßûi bòZeKê 

ò̂@«ê, _òVò iò]û Ke«ê , \ êA jûZKê 

C_eKê CVû«ê Gaõ  aûjûeKê 

Ke«ê, ò̂gßûi QûW«ê  Gaõ _â[c 

ù_ûRòi þ̂Kê @ûi«ê  2 eê 3 cò ò̂Uþ 

aûe´ûe Ke«êö  

 

 

11.(K) 

11.(L) 

11.(M) 

11.(N) 



12. ùMûAVò Gaõ ùMûWÿ @ûwêVòe aýûdûc- _òVò cûWò gê@«ê ö ùMûUòG 

ùMûWKê  iò]û Keò  C_eKê CVû«ê Gaõ ZkKê Ke«ê  G_eò  10 [e  

Ke«ê ö Zû’_ùe @^ý ùMûWKê CVûA ùijò_eò 10 [e  Ke«êö  

 

  

12.(K) 

12.(L) 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Rural development usually refers to the method of enhancing the quality of life and financial 

well-being of individuals, specifically living in populated and remote areas of a Nation.As 

stated by Ministry of Rural development, Government of India “Rural development implies 

both the economic betterment of people as well as greater social transformation. Increased 

participation of people in the rural development programmes, decentralization of planning, 

better enforcement of land reforms and greater access to credit are envisaged for providing 

the rural people with better prospects.” 

Out of the various objectivesofMinistry of Rural development, Government of India; the 

Rural Development division of Rural Outreach division under RUSA 2.0 project of Utkal 

University identified and endeavoured to achieve the following aims: 

 Enhancing the Livelihood opportunities of people living in rural areas. 

 Capacity Building, educating and creating awareness among people of rural areas on 

various Rural Development Schemes 

 Educating people about various public health concern arising due to Climate change. 

 Building a Climate Resilient Society thereby reducing the loss of lives and livelihood. 

MAJOR AREAS OF FOCUS UNDER RURAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION: 

Instead of focusing on the identified issues from a stereotypic approach, the Rural 

Development division, RUSA 2.0 of Utkal University has always tried to adopt a different 

approach to a situation. For example: rather than focusing on loss of lives caused by Natural 

Disasters which is often treated as topmost priority by Government and Non- Government 

organization, the Rural development division focussed on creating awareness and workshops 

State-Specific Disasters about which very few people are not aware and thereby building 

Climate Resilient Society. Similarly, instead of conducting various Skill Development 

workshops for enhancing the Livelihood opportunities of people, the Rural Development 

tried to utilize the skills possessed by the people and the existing schemes that are meant for 

promoting those skills and for enhancing the livelihood of people. The division also tried to 

assess the reasons affecting the productivity of people such as weavers, small-scale 

manufactures, etc that affected their socio-economic status and hence compelled them to look 

for other Livelihood opportunities. Thus, the division identified two major focus areas, those 

are:  

1. Rural Development Schemes 

2. Climate Resilience 

 

 

 



 

Climate change can have a dramatic impact on our natural resources, economic activities, 

food security, health and physical infrastructure. India is one of the countries most affected 

by climate change. The threat is especially severe in places where people’s livelihoods 

depend on natural resources. In such areas climate adaptation measures take on a special 

significance for safeguarding rural livelihoods and ensuring sustainable development. 

Odisha being one of the states of India that is prone to various disasters and state-specific 

disasters, often faces loss of lives and livelihood. Odisha Government and many NGOs have 

been working on capacity building of communities and making them disaster ready. But very 

less initiative is being taken towards making people state-specific disaster ready. Infact State-

specific disasters are a major Public Health concern. The consequence of a victim of any of 

the state-specific disaster is oftren borne by the entire family especially when the family is 

dependent on that person resulting in degradation of socio-economic condition of people. 

Thus, in an attempt to make the people of Odisha Disaster- ready so that they could save 

themselves and the people surrounding them, the Rural Development division of Rural 

Outreach team under RUSA project of Utkal University has adopted the following methods: 

1. Creation and circulation of IEC materials among people of rural areas on various 

safety measures against state-specific disasters. 

2. Creating awareness through various Awareness Workshops. 

3. Safe rescue skill development of youths of rural areas who can serve as a disaster-

ready group for their locality. 

LOSS OF LIVES 
AND 

LIVELIHOOD

AFFECTS SOCIO-
ECONOMIC 

STATUS

AFFECTING 
RURAL 

DEVELOPMENT

BUILDING 
DISASTER READY 

COMMUNITY

REDUCTION IN 
LOSS OF LIVES

RESULTING IN 
RURAL 

DEVELOPMENT

LIVE WORKSHOPS 

AMONG 

STUDENTS 

AWARENESS 

WORKSHOPS AT 

COMMUNITY 

LEVEL 

DISASTERS AND STATE 

SPECIFIC DISASTERS 

CLIMATE 

CHANGE 

CLIMATE RESILIENCE FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Climate resilience is the ability of social, economic and environmental systems to withstand these impacts so that 

they can thrive in spite of the impact.  Resilience to climate change is defined as the capacity to prepare for, 

respond to, and recover from the impacts of hazardous climatic events while incurring minimal damage to societal 

wellbeing, the economy and the environment. 

How Climate Change Affects 

Rural Development? 

How Rural Development Division 

Contributes Towards Building A 

Climate Resilient Society? 

No. of Districts covered: 9 

No. of Awareness Programs 

conducted: 15 

No. Target Audience 

Reached: 1607 



RURAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Different ministries of the government of India formulate various development schemes not 

to raise the profit but to maximise the welfare of the people and to uplift the rural sector of 

our country. Some schemes like National Rural Livelihood Mission, MGNREGA, etc. are 

made by the government for rural development of India. As Rural India plays a great role in 

Indian economy so their advancement is also important for both the economic betterment of 

people as well as for greater social transformation. Better participation of people in the rural 

development programmes, decentralization of planning, better enforcement of land reforms 

and more access to credit are required to provide the rural people with better opportunities for 

economic development. 

For better participation of people in rural development programmes, people should have 

better understanding of the existing Rural Development. But during field visits and after 

interaction with people it was found that many people lacked basic understanding, 

requirements, criteria, etc for successfully availing various schemes. The Rural Development 

division of Rural Outreach team under RUSA project of Utkal University interviewed many 

people of rural areas to assess the status of MGNREGA in rural areas. Several issues were 

identified such as: 

i. People were unaware about the scope of the scheme. 

ii. People were not aware about the basic details such as validity period of the job 

card, purpose of job card, etc. 

iii. It was found that because of absence of adequate knowledge, many people were 

not able to track the benefits received by them.  

Steps taken by Rural Development division to address the issues identified during field visits: 

i. Creating awareness about basics related to job cards, Government schemes, etc 

through capacity building workshops. 

ii. Educating people about basic utilization of their smart phones inorder to be able to 

access all the information about Government schemes. 

WAY FORWARD 

1. Formation of Safe Rescue Groups. 

The impact of State-specific Disasters can be reduced if a society is ready to adapt with it. 

Imparting practical knowledge among enthusiastic and energetic youth of a community can 

act as immunity for the community at the time of any such mishap. Thus the Rural 

Development Division of Utkal University plans to work towards the formation of Safe 

Rescue Groups with the help of experts of that domain. 

2. Educating people about fiscal literacy on real time basis. 

People having adequate knowledge about different schemes and their ability to get benefitted 

from those schemes can contribute towards rural development. For having access to various 



schemes, people should have the knowledge of how to search for the existing schemes in 

their relevant field that will be of use to them. Often people are made aware about the 

existence of certain schemes with very less knowledge on how to avail those, the procedure 

for availing those schemes, etc. The Rural Development Division of Utkal University plans to 

educate the people on how to search of relevant information with the proper utilization of the 

existing resources so that they will be able to help themselves. 

3. Proposal for UBA 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan a programme of the Government of India and inspired by the vision of 

transformational change in rural development processes by leveraging knowledge institutions 

to help build the architecture of an Inclusive India. This mission is conceptualised as a 

movement to enable processes that connect institutes of higher education with local 

communities to address the development challenges of rural India through participatory 

processes and appropriate technologies interventions for accelerating sustainable growth with 

available human and natural resource in the adopted villages. It also aims to create a virtuous 

cycle between the society and an inclusive university system by providing knowledge and 

practices for emerging professions and to upgrade the capabilities of both the public and the 

private sectors. The Rural Development Division of Utkal University proposes Unnat Bharat 

Abhiyan if adopted by the University can help in outreach activities of Rural Outreach Team, 

students of PG departments of University resulting in development of the society. 

OUTREACH ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED BY RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

DIVISION (1st October 2022 to31stAugust 2023) 

Sl. 

No. 

Date Place Activity Target 

Group 

Number of 

Participants 

01. 26/11/2022 Niali, Cuttack AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON 

SNAKEBITE 

AND MYTHS 

PREVAILING 

Students 50 

02. 10/12/2022 Gop, Puri CAPACITY BUILDING 

WORKSHOP ON 

MGNREGA 

Daily 

Wage 

Workers 

120 

03. 13/01/2023 Kakatpur, Puri AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON 

COVERGENCE OF 

MGNREGA WITH 

OTHER 

SCHEMES 

Daily 

Wage 

Workers 

80 

04. 25/01/2023 Niali, Cuttack INTRODUCTORY 

WORKSHOP ON 

CALLIGRAPHY 

(OBSERVATION OF 

INTERNATIONAL DAY 

OF EDUCATION 

Students 150 

05. 01/02/2023 Paradeep, CAPACITY BUILDING Daily 150 



Jagatsinghpur WORKSHOP ON 

MGNREGA AND IT’S 

CONVERGENCE WITH 

OTHER SCHEMES 

Wage 

Workers 

06. 24/02/2023 Mahipur, 

Nayagarh 

AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON 

STATE 

SPECIFIC DISASTERS 

Students 100 

07. 25/02/2023 SSVM, 

Dhenkanal 

AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON HEAT 

WAVE 

Students 100 

08. 25/02/2023 MNHS, 

Dhenkanal 

AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON HEAT 

WAVE 

Students 100 

09. 28/02/2023 Gotamara, 

Angul 

OBSERVATION OF 

NATIONAL SCIENCE 

DAY CUM DIY 

WORKSHOP ON STEM 

LEARNING 

Students 150 

10. 05/04/2023 Balabhadrapur, 

Kendrapara 

AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP ON HEAT 

WAVE 

Students 120 

11. 25/07/2023 Biragobindapur, 

Puri 

OBSERVATION OF 

WORLD DROWNING 

PREVENTION DAY 

Students 120 

12. 25/08/2023 Sakhigopal, 

Puri 

LET US DO ONE 

THING TO PREVENT 

DROWNING 

Youth 250 
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AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON SNAKEBITE AND MYTHS PREVAILING 

In continuation to the work on state specific disasters, the rural development division 

conducted an “awareness workshop on snake bite, prevailing myths and first aid measures” 

on 26th November 2022 i.e. On “International Snake Bite Awareness Day” in Ashram Patna 

College, Jagatsinghpur. 

Date: 26/11/22  

Place: Government Primary School, Mahanga, Cuttack  

Organized By: Rural Development Division 

Target Group: Students  

Number Of Participants: 50 

Objective:1. To Educate Students About The Prevailing Myths In Rural Areas About 

Snakebite And Facts Related To It And About Immediate First Aid Measures After Snake 

Bite. 

 

10 

05 06 07 08 

09 11 12 



Outcome: 1. Students were familiarized with the commonly found snakes through the help of 

pictures. 

2. The first aid measures that need to be followed after a snake bite has occurred were taught 

and incorrect methods that are commonly followed by people were also discussed. 

 

CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP ON MGNREGA 

In an attempt to address the issues existing at ground level and the bottlenecks existing in the 

implementation stage leading to lack of interest to work under MGNREGA scheme, the Rural 

Development Division organized a Capacity Building workshop on MGNREGA for daily 

wage workers in Sobhanpur GP Office, Gop, Puri on 10/12/22. 

Date: 10/12/22  

Place: Sobhanpur Gp Office, Gop, Puri 

Target group: Daily Wage Workers 

Organized by: Rural Development Division 

Number of participants: 120 

Objective: 

1. To create awareness among the people of rural areas about job card. 

2. To educate people about the existing bottlenecks in availing the schemes. 

3. To identify the concerns of the people regarding the Government schemes 

Outcome:  

1. Several issues were identified such as people didn't get payment months after doing the 

work. 

2. People got an idea about the variety of jobs that can be done under MGNREGA. 

 
AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON COVERGENCE OF MGNREGA WITH 

OTHER SCHEMES 

 

The State and Central Government have been making several attempts of converging 

MGNREGA with other schemes so as to contribute towards the development of the society 

and people of rural areas. But during implementation there exists several bottlenecks that are 

often neglected and as a result of which it becomes difficult for the end users to avail the 

schemes. To address these issues and to help people identify the bottlenecks and suggest 

ways to address and solve those so as to be able to have a win-win situation for the end users 

as well as the Government, the Rural Development division organized an CAPACITY 



BUILDING WORKSHOP ON MGNREGA AND IT’S CONVERGENCE WITH OTHER 

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES IN KAKATPUR GP OFFICE, PURI ON 13/01/23. 

Date: 13/01/23  

Place: Kakatpur Gp Office, Puri 

Organized by: Rural Development Division 

Objective:1.To create awareness among the people of rural areas about job card. 

2. To educate people about the existing bottlenecks in availing the schemes. 

Outcome: 1.Several issues were identified such as people didn't get payment months after 

doing the work. 

2. People were educated about the scope of MGNREGA. 

 
 

INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP ON CALLIGRAPHY (OBSERVATION OF 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF EDUCATION) 

 

Education being one among the 17 points in sdg 2030, needs to be given more priority as far 

as school drop-out rates are concerned. In rural areas of odisha the school drop-out rates are 

high. The rural development division organized an introduction to calligraphy workshop in an 

attempt to create interest among students thereby contributing towards reduction in school 

drop-out rates in NIALI HIGH SCHOOL, NIALI, CUTTACK ON 25/01/2023 

Date: 25/01/23  

Place: Niali High School, Niali, Cuttack  

Organized by: Rural Development Division 

Number Of Participants: 150 

Objective:1. To address the issue of increasing drop-out rates by introducing several skill 

development courses. 

2· To observe International Day of Education. 

Outcome: 1. Students learnt a new skill and were made aware about its importance and 

benefits if practiced in real life. 



 
CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP ON MGNREGA AND IT’S CONVERGENCE 

WITH OTHER SCHEMES 

In continuation to the previous work on MGNREGA, in order to address the issues faced 

during implementation of the scheme and the bottlenecks that are often neglected resulting in 

the difficulty faced by the end users to avail the schemes; the rural development division 

organized an capacity building workshop on MGNREGA and it’s convergence with other 

government schemes in PARADEEPGARH GP office, paradeep on 01/02/23.  

Date: 01/02/23  

Place: Paradeepgarh Gp Office, Paradeep, Jagatsinghpur District 

Organized By: Rural Development Division 

Number Of Participants: 150 

Objective:1. To create awareness among the people of rural areas about job card. 

2. To educate people about the existing bottlenecks in availing the schemes. 

Outcome: 1.several issues were identified such as people didn't get payment months after 

doing the work. 

2. People were educated about the scope of MGNREGA. 

 
 

AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON STATE SPECIFIC DISASTERS 

 

Odisha is a state which is prone to heat wave AND OTHER STATE SPECIFIC 

DISASTERS. Thus creating awareness among the students about heat wave and how to stay 

safe from it is the need of the hour. The Rural Development division of Rural Outreach Team 

under RUSA 2.0 project of Utkal University had prepared an animated video on HEAT Wave 



under the technical guidance of Meteorological Centre, Bhubaneswar, IMD. The purpose of 

the video was to educate the school students about Heat Wave and how to stay safe from it in 

an interesting way. In order to create awareness among the students an awareness workshop 

for students was organised in Mahipur Nodal High School, Nayagarh on 24/02/2023. 

Date: 24/02/23  

Place: Mahipur Nodal High School, Nayagarh  

Organized by: RURAL DEVELOPMENT Division 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 100 

Objective: 1. To create awareness among the students about various State-specific disasters 

of Odisha. 

2. To educate students about the safety measures and how to protect themselves from various 

state-specific disasters. 

Outcome: 1. STUDENTS LEARNT about heat wave and other state specific disasters. 

2. Students were educated about several safety measures to protect themselves from the 

impact of heat wave. 

 
 

AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON HEAT WAVE 

In continuation to the previous work, the rural development organized an awareness 

workshop on heat wave in Saraswati Sishu Vidya Mandir, Dhenkanal and Marthapur Nodal 

High School, Dhenkanal on 25/02/2023. 

Date: 25/02/23  

Place: 1. Saraswati sishu vidya mandir, dhenkanal  

2. Marthapur nodal high school, dhenkanal  

Organized by: rural development division 

Number of participants: 200 (100 from each school) 

Objective: 1. To create awareness among the students about various State-specific disasters 

of Odisha. 

2. To educate students about the safety measures and how to protect themselves from various 

state-specific disasters. 

Outcome: 1. STUDENTS LEARNT about heat wave and other state specific disasters. 

2. Students were educated about several safety measures to protect themselves from the 

impact of heat wave. 



 
 

OBSERVATION OF NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY CUM DIY WORKSHOP ON STEM 

LEARNING 

 

 
In order to introduce learning through STEM Education, the Rural development division 

organised A DIY Workshop on STEM Learning for students of “Gotamara Nodal High 

School, Angul” IN 28/02/2023. IT WAS a 3 hr DIY Workshop on STEM Education in which 

the Resource Person Shri Aswin Kumar Shetty, Founder, DMN Edtech, Bhubaneswar and his 

team interacted with students. They introuduced the students about Virtual reality, Electric 

vehicle and How to calculate the area of any object.  

Date: 28/02/23                         

Place: GOTAMARA NODAL HIGH SCHOOL, ANGUL 

Organized by: RURAL DEVELOPMENT Division 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 150 

Objective:1.To introduce an experimentation and practical approach while studying. 

2. To attempt to clear few basic concepts with the help of demonstration and practical 

implementation. 

Outcome: i.Students learnt basic concepts of mathematics. 

ii.Students were educated about emerging technologies thereby motivating and giving them 

exposure about various areas which they can pursue as their career. 

iii.Students were familiarized with various concepts through the help of VR headset. 



 

 
UNDERSTANDING  

THE 

MISUNDERSTOOD   

(SNAKE BITE) 
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Each year many people are affected by snake bites around the world resulting in 

deaths or permanent disabilities of people. In Odisha, snake bite being one among the 

State specific disasters accounts for more deaths surpassing casualties due to 

cyclone, floods, etc. 

Snakebite particularly affects the poorest members of the society mainly the 

agricultural workers (including working children aged 10–14 years). People living in 

poorly constructed homes face the highest risk and often have limited access to 

education and health care. The myths associated with snake bite prevailing in rural 

areas are one of the major reasons for the increase in deaths and disabilities due to 

snake bite.  Possessing knowledge about basic first-aid measures and how to respond 

in snake bite situations can bring a significant difference. Utkal University being one of 

the pioneer educational University, has taken a small initiative to educate the students 

on snake bite through this illustrative book.  I am grateful to the team of Snake Helpline 

for their support and guidance in developing this book. 

I hope through this book, we will be able to educate the targeted readers. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Snakes are the most misunderstood animals in the world. In India the snakes are 

associated with myths & mythology. However, due to the blind beliefs & wrong practices 

prevailing in Indian society, snakebite does take a ride in the country. Because of this, 

India tops the list in the entire world in the snakebite death per year. 

 

This booklet is a good initiative by Utkal University to make pupils aware about snake 

bite. 

 

I believe this booklet will help the targeted readers in up to a great extent. However, such 

a booklet in Odia will help more for the cause especially in the rural areas of the state. 

 

 

 

Subhendu Mallik 

 General Secretary, Snake Helpline  

Honorary Wildlife Warden, Khordha 

Dt. 15.11.2021  
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Hi! 

I am Aarti. I am a social worker. I love to 

interact with people and help them in their day-

to-day life. These days there has been a rise in 

snake bite cases in our village. What about the 

place you live in? Do you find a rise in snake bite 

cases in the place you live in? 

Snake bite is a matter of concern but the thing 

that is more alarming is the number of deaths 

due to snake bite. Whenever there is a snake 

bite incident, instead of taking the victim 

immediately to the hospital, people try several 

methods to cure the victim. By the time they feel 

the need of medical treatment, the victim would 

be already dead. 

Today it was a fine morning until I went to the 

market and came across one such incidence of 

snake bite. I wish I could have got to know about 

it earlier so that things would have been 

different.  

Come let us see how the incidence took place. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Yes Ma’am. In 

fact, my sister 

was bitten by a 

snake… 

Ma’am I have 

seen a tiny 

snake.  It was 

hiding in our 

kitchen. 

Dear Students 

have you ever 

encountered a 

SNAKE? 

 

Ma’am today 

morning I 

found a huge 

snake in our 

farm land… 



 

 

 

 



 

Snake bite envenoming is a potentially life-threatening disease that 

typically results from the injection of a mixture of different toxins 

(“venom”) following the bite of a venomous snake. 

 

 

 

 

As per the reports of WHO, 
about 5.4 million snake bites 
occur each year worldwide, 

of this, 1.8–2.7 million 
develop clinical illness and 

81 000 to 138 000 die from 
complications.

International Snake bite 
Awareness Day is observed 

on 19th September to 
emphasize on awareness and 
actions needed to tackle the 

burden of snake bite.

According to Union Ministry 
of Health and Family 

Welfare, West Bengal has 
the highest number of snake 
bite deaths in the country in 

the year 2018.

In India, around 90% of 
snake bites are caused by 

the 'BIG 4' among the 

crawlers – Common krait, 
Indian cobra, Russell's 
viper, Saw scaled viper.

According to statistics of Odisha
government between 2016 and
2019 snake bite deaths alone
accounted for 2,217 lives
surpassing casualties due to
cyclones, floods, lightning, fire
accidents and boat tragedies.

In Odisha maximum number 
of deaths due to snake bite 

is found in Mayurbhanj 
district.

Sources: 1. https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/snakebite-envenoming 

2. https://www.who.int/india/health-topics/snakebite 

3. https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/snake-bites-kill-more-people-than-cyclones-in-

odisha-experts-tell-you-why/story-TgzA7HfdKmhhLVGAZbjqfJ.html 

4. https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2019/aug/18/hiss-of-death-odisha-faces-new-

disaster-2020409.html 

5. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/amaravati/snakebite-deaths-2nd-highest-in-

ap/articleshow/72312979.cms 

6. https://www.georgeinstitute.org.in/events/seminar-on-international-snakebite-awareness-day-

need-for-transdisciplinary-systems-thinking 

 

 

 

SOME FACTS ABOUT SNAKE BITE 

https://www.who.int/india/health-topics/snakebite
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/snake-bites-kill-more-people-than-cyclones-in-odisha-experts-tell-you-why/story-TgzA7HfdKmhhLVGAZbjqfJ.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/snake-bites-kill-more-people-than-cyclones-in-odisha-experts-tell-you-why/story-TgzA7HfdKmhhLVGAZbjqfJ.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2019/aug/18/hiss-of-death-odisha-faces-new-disaster-2020409.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2019/aug/18/hiss-of-death-odisha-faces-new-disaster-2020409.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/amaravati/snakebite-deaths-2nd-highest-in-ap/articleshow/72312979.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/amaravati/snakebite-deaths-2nd-highest-in-ap/articleshow/72312979.cms


 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sources: 1. https://www.apollohospitals.com/patient-care/health-and-

lifestyle/diseases-and-conditions/snake-bites/ 

2. https://snakehelpline.com/snake-bite/symptoms/ 

 

 

 

SOME TYPICAL 

SYMPTOMS OF 

SNAKE BITE 

TREMENDOUS 

PAIN AROUND 

THE BITE 

BITE MARK CAN 

VARY FROM A 

MINOR SCRATCH 

TO MULTIPLE 

FANG MARKS 

LOW BLOOD 

PRESSURE 

THIRST, 

NAUSEA, 

VOMITING 

TIREDNESS 

AND 

MUSCLE 

WEAKNESS 

RAPID 

PULSE 

DROOPING 

EYELIDS 

ALLERGIC 

REACTIONS 

BLURRY 

VISION 

BURNING AND 

REDNESS 

AROUND THE 

WOUND 

BLEEDING 

FROM THE 

WOUND 

NUMBNESS 

AND 

TINGLING IN 

THE LIMBS 

INCREASED 

PERSPIRATION 

AND 

SALIVATION 

CHANGE IN 

SKIN 

COLOUR 

DIARRHOEA 

AND FEVER 

STOMACH 

ACHE AND 

HEADACHE 

DIFFICULTY 

IN 

BREATHING 

PARALYSIS 

 



 

 

 

 



                        

1. Keep your surroundings clean. Do not let the trees and branches 

tounch your walls and windows. 

2. Keep your home free from rats, frogs, etc. 

3. Stay alert while working in crop field and farms.  

4. While going outside during night do not forget to carry torch-light 

and a stick. 

5. Avoid places where snakes may live. These places include tall grass 

or bush, rocky areas, fallen logs, swamps, marshes and deep holes 

in the ground. 

6. Watch where you step and where you sit when outdoors. 

7. Do not sleep on the floor. Sleep on beds or cots. 

8.  Do not ever attempt to catch a snake. 

9. Use nets in windows and poultry farms. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

HOW TO PREVENT SNAKE BITE? 

                      

 

 SNAKEBITE IS ONE AMONG THE EIGHT 

STATE SPECIFIC DISASTERS DECLARED BY 

GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA. 

EX-GRATIA ASSISTANCE OF INR 400,000/- 

PER DECEASED TO NEXT KINS OF THE 

VICTIMS IS PROVIDED BY STATE 

DISASTER RESPONSE FUND (SDRF). 

ODISHA. 

 

Source: OSDMA Safety Manual 



 

 

 

 



 

  DO’s DON’Ts 

Give consolation to the victim. Do not panic. 

Remove all the ornaments and other 

constricting materials present on 

the bitten limb 

Do not allow victim to run or any 

work. 

Use a broad crepe/elastic 

bandage/long cloth to wrap lightly 

towards the upper proximity of the 

wound.  

The use of tight tourniquets made 

of rope, belt, string, electric wire 

or cloth have been traditionally 

used to stop venom flow into the 

body following snakebite. They 

actually do MORE harm and NO 

goods. 

Get to the nearest hospital where 

the snakebite treatment is 

available. 

Do not apply any herbs to the 

wound. 

                          

DO’s AND DON’Ts IN A SNAKE 

BITE CASE 

Source: https://snakehelpline.com/snake-bite/first-aid/ 

DO IT 
Reassure the patient. Remove the ornaments and other 

constricting materials present on the bitten limb. 

Immobilize the bitten limb by lightly wrapping with 

bandage or cloth. 

Get to Hospital Immediately. Traditional remedies have 

NO PROVEN benefit in treating snakebite. 

 

Tell the doctor of any systemic symptoms that manifest on 

the way to hospital. 



 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                             

VENOMOUS SNAKE BITE NON- VENOMOUS SNAKE 

BITE 

 CALL EMERGENCY SERVICES. Stop the bleeding.  

Take note of the snake's 

appearance.  

Clean the wound carefully.  

 

Move away from the snake.  

Treat the wound with an 

antibiotic ointment and a 

bandage.  

Immobilize and support the 

area of the bite.  

Seek medical attention. 

Remove clothing, jewellery, or 

constricting items.  

Pay attention to the wound as 

it heals.  

Clean the wound as best as you 

can, but don’t flush it with 

water.  

Drink plenty of fluids as you 

heal.  

Wait for, or go for, medical 

help.  

 

There are a lot of myths about 

how to care for a snake bite, 

avoid these. 

 

Understand the medical care 

you should receive. 

 

Follow recommendations for 

continued care of the bite. 

 

HOW TO TREAT A SNAKE BITE??? 

Source: https://www.wikihow.com/Treat-a-Snake-Bite 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EMERGENCY NUMBERS 

1. FOR MEDICAL HELP AFTER SNAKE BITE CALL- 108 

2. FOR RESCUE- 09337295142 

➢ WHO added snake bite envenoming to its priority 

list of neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) in June 

2017. 

➢ The majority of snake bite envenoming cases occur 

in tropical and sub-tropical regions of the 

developing world. 

➢  As many as 46 000 snake bite deaths happen in 

India alone; sub-Saharan Africa, tropical Asia, 

New Guinea, and Central and South America are 

also snakebite hot spots.  

➢ Snake bite affects particularly the farmers and 

poor men and women (including children aged 10–14 

years) in villages. 

 

Sources: 1. https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/1-716-people-died-due-

to-snake-bites-in-three-years-in-odisha/story-Fxg7RbALwkZVUcFW2edQII.html 

2. https://www.who.int/news-room/questions-and-answers/item/snakebite-

envenoming 



 

 

 

 



                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                   

 

MYTHS FACTS 

Sucking the venom out of the wound / 

snake kits. 

• Sucking the venom out 

can cause the venom to spread to 

the mouth.  

• Extractor pumps found in snake kits 

won’t do any better. 

Use a tourniquet to keep the venom in an 

extremity 

• Using a tourniquet can actually do 

more harm than good. 

• confining the venom to an extremity 

where the bite occurred actually 

causes more damage to that area. 

Shock it – with ice or electricity Snakebites may cause swelling, that 

doesn’t mean ice will deactivate the 

venom. 

You must identify the snake that bit you 

 

Getting a photo of the snake may be 

helpful if it is safe to do so rather than 

tracking the snake. 

 
 

 

 

➢ Venom from rattlesnakes contains a chemical called crotoxin which is 

used for treating Cancer disease. 

➢ The venom of the Brazilian pitviper contains a protein that is useful 

in reducing blood pressure, kidney disease, stroke and diabetes. 

MYTHS ABOUT SNAKE 

BITE 

Source: https://btgsp.com/en-us/insights/five-common-snakebite-myths,-debunked 

 

DID YOU KNOW??? 

Source: popsci.com/10-crazy-uses-animal-venom/ 

http://www.bstquarterly.com/Assets/downloads/BSTQ/Articles/BSTQ_2016-04_AR_Myths-and-Facts-Venomous-Snakebites.pdf
https://btgsp.com/en-us/insights/five-common-snakebite-myths,-debunked


                                                                                                                                                

MYTHS FACTS 

Snakes can avenge their partner’s death • Snakes do not have any sort of social bond, 

or the intellect or memory to recognise and 

remember an assailant.  

• When a snake is killed, it expels its musk. 

It is very much possible that a nearby 

snake may show up to investigate what the 

musk is all about. 

Snakes drink milk. • Snakes never developed what it takes to 

digest milk-enzyme, lactase.  

• A snake would ever drink milk only because 

it’s thirsty, and actually wants water, but 

water isn’t available.  

Snakes are poisonous • Snakes are venomous, not poisonous.  

• Poison can be inorganic such as compounds 

of Mercury, Arsenic, etc.  

• Venom from snake, scorpion etc. are purely 

organic. 

• Venom must be injected into the 

bloodstream; whereas poisons can be 

ingested, inhaled or absorbed through the 

skin. 

  

Snakes dance to the snake charmers’ tunes Snakes lack true ears and cannot hear high 

frequency sounds.  

They often replicate the movement of their 

prey or whatever is threatening them to be in the 

attacking range.  

Pythons kill their prey by breaking their bones. Breaking the bones will not kill the prey instantly. 

Pythons actually do asphyxiation or cut off the 

blood supply by coiling around the prey.  

 

Source: https://www.pugdundeesafaris.com/blog/myths-about-snakes/ 

MYTHS ABOUT SNAKE  

https://www.pugdundeesafaris.com/blog/myths-about-snakes/


  

➢ Antivenom is a medicine that is given to stop snake venom from binding to 

tissues and causing serious blood, tissue, or nervous system problems.  

➢ The Antivenom used in India is a polyvalent derived from the venom of the four 

snake species(Big 4) responsible for most bites in the country. It is ineffective 

in neutralising the venom of less known but medically important species such as 

kraits, etc. 

➢ Antivenom is used for envenomations. 

➢ Dry bites (no venom injected) do not need to be treated with antivenom. 

➢ Mild envenomation bites may cause mild symptoms, such as slight bleeding, pain, 

and swelling at the bite. 

➢ Moderate envenomations are more likely to cause symptoms of severe pain, 

swelling of the whole limb, and general feelings of illness, such as nausea, 

vomiting, and weakness. 

➢ Severe envenomation symptoms include severe pain, severe swelling, difficulty 

breathing, moderate to severe bleeding, and signs of shock. 

 
Source:1.  https://www.uofmhealth.org/health-library/tm6541 

2. https://www.indianpediatrics.net/mar2021/mar-219-223.htm 

3. https://theprint.in/science/snake-antivenom-in-india-ineffective-in-treating-bites-from-most-species-

study-

finds/331923/#:~:text=The%20antivenom%20in%20use%20in,as%20kraits%2C%20the%20study%20said. 

 

LET’S LEARN ABOUT ANTIVENOM 

https://www.uofmhealth.org/health-library/tm6541


 

 

 

Snakes are ECTOTHERMS. They rely on external
sources (like the sun) to give them energy.

Snakes smell with their tongue.

Snakes enter a state of reduced metabolism called 
BRUMATION during cooler weather conditions.

Snakes are NOT aggressive rather shy secretive 
creatures.

Snakes are mostly deaf to airborne sounds as they have 
no external ears.

Snakes do not have eye lids, they have an eye spectacle 
which protects their eyes.

Source: 1. https://www.discoverdeadly.com.au/interesting-snake-facts 

2. https://www.worldanimalprotection.org.au/news/7-cool-facts-about-snakes 

 

https://www.discoverdeadly.com.au/interesting-snake-facts
https://www.worldanimalprotection.org.au/news/7-cool-facts-about-snakes


COMMONLY FOUND SNAKES IN ODISHA 

 
Source: www.snakehelpline.com 



ସପ� ଦଂଶନ/ ସାପ କାମୁଡାର ଚକିି�ା କିପରି କରିେବ?
 

 ବଷିାକ�  ସାପ କାମଡୁାର ପ�ତକିାର:
୧. ଜର� ରୀ କାଳିନ େସବାକୁ କ� କର��  । 
୨. ସାପର ର� ପକ �ାନ ଦଅି�� , େକଉଁ ଜାତରି ସାପ ଚ�ି��  ।
୩- ସାପଠାର�  ଦୂରତା ଅବଲମ�ନ କର��  । 
୪- ସାପ କାମୁଡା ସ�ାନକୁ ସି�ର କରି ରଖ�� , ହଲା��  ନାହ� । 
୫- ସାପ କାମୁଡା ସ�ାନର�  େପାଷାକ ଏବଂ ଅଳ�ାର କାଡି
ଦଅି��  । 
୬- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିା ଯାଗାକୁ ଭଲ କରି ସଫା କର��  କି��  
 ପାଣେିର ଧଅୁ��  ନାହ� । 
୭- ଡାକ�ରି ଚକିି�ା ପାଇଁ ଅେପ�ା କର��  କିମ�ା ଡାକ�ର ଖାନା
ଯାଆ��  । 
୮- ସାପ କାମୁଡା ଜନତି ଅ�ବଶି�ାସର�  ଦୂରଇ ର� ହ��  । 
୯- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିାର ବଭି�ନ�  ଡାକ�ରି ଚକିି�ା ରହଛି,ି ତାର
ମହତ�  ବୁଝ��  । 
୧୦- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିାର ଚକିି�ା ଅଧାର�  ବ� କର��  ନାହ� ।
 

ଅଣ-ବଷିାକ�  ସାପ କାମଡୁାର ପ�ତକିାର: 
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୩- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିା ସ�ାନେର ଆଣି�ବାେୟାଟ�ି ମଲମ ଲଗାଇ
ପଟ ିବା���  । 
୪- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିା ପାଇଁ ଡାକ�ରି ଚକିି�ା ନଅି��  । 
୫- ସାପ କାମୁଡବିା ସ�ାନର ଘା ଶଖୁ�ଲାପେର ତାର ଉପଯକୁ�
ଯ� ନଅି��  । 
୬- ସାପ କାମୁଡାର ଘା ଶଖୁ�ଲା େବଳକୁ ଅଧ�କ ତରଳ
ପଦାଥ� ଦଅି��  ।

ଆଣି�େଭନ� କ’ଣ ?
୧- ଆଣି�େଭନ� ଏକ ଔଷଧ ଯାହାକୁ େଦେଲ ଶରିେର ସାପ
ବଷି ପ�ବାହତି େହବା ଅଟକାଇ ଦଏି।
୨- ଭାରତେର ବ�ବ�ତ େହଉଥ�ବା ଆଣି�େଭନ� େଗାଟଏି
ପଲ�ଭାଲାଣ�, ଏହା ଚାେରାଟ ିଜାତରି ସାପ� ବଷିର�  ସଂଗ�ହ
କରାଯାଇଥାଏ ।

SNAKE BITE
(ସାପ କାମଡ଼ୁI) 

- A STATE SPECIFIC
DISASTER

( ଏକ ରାଜ� ନ�ି�ଷ�
ବପିଯ��ୟ |)

Rural Development Domain, Rural Outreach Team, RUSA 2.0
UTKAL UNIVERSITY

(ISSUED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY)

୧୦୮ (ଚକିି�ା ସହାୟତା ପାଇଁ)
୦୯୩୩୭୨୯୨୧୪୨ (ଉ�ାର ପାଇଁ)

ଜର� ରି କାଳୀନ ନମ�ରେର କ� କର�� :



ସାପ କାମୁଡ଼ବିା ଏକ ସ�ାବ� ଜୀବନ ପ�ତି
ବପିଦଜନକ େରାଗ ଯାହା ସାଧାରଣତ ଏକ
ବଷିାକ� ସାପର କାମୁଡ଼ବିା ପେର ବଭି�ନ�  ବଷିାକ�
ପଦାଥ�ର ମିଶ�ଣର ଇେ�କ�ନର�  େହାଇଥାଏ |

 ବଶି� ସ�ାସ�� ଅନୁଷ�ାନ ରିେପାଟ� ଅନୁଯାୟୀ ୫.୪
ମିଲ�ୟନ ସାପକାମୁଡା ବଶି�େର ପ�ତବିଷ� ଘେଟ
 େଯଉଁଥ�ର�  ୧.୮-୨.୭ ମିଲ�ୟନ େଲାକ� ମ�େର
କି�ନକିା� ଅସୁସ�ତା େଦଖାଯାଇ ଥାଏ ଏବଂ
୮୧୦୦୦- ୧୩୮୦୦୦ େଲାକ ସାପ କାମୁଡା େହତ�
ମୃତ� � ବରଣ କରନି� । 
ଭାରତେର ୯୦% ସାପ କାମୁଡା ମୁଖ�ତଃ ଚାେରାଟି
ବଷିାକ�  ସାପ� ଦ� ାରା ଘେଟ, େସମାେନ େହେଲ
ଚତି,ି ଚ�ନେବାଡା, ଧଳିୂଆ େବାଡା ଏବଂ ନାଗ । 
ଓଡଶିା ସରକାର� ଆକଳନ ହସିାବେର ସାପ
କାମୁଡା ଜନତି ମୃତ� � ୨0୧୬- ୨0୧୯ ଭ�ତେର
୨୨୧୭ ଅେଟ ଯାହାକି ବାତ�ା, ବନ�ା, ଡ�ା
ଓଲଟବିା ଏବଂ ଘର େପାଡଥି�ବାର�  ଘଟଥି�ବା ମୃତ� �
ଠାର�  ଅଧ�କ । 

 ସାପ କାମୁଡାେର କିଛ ିତଥ�

ସାପ କାମୁଡାର ପ�ତେିରାଧ 
୧- ନଜିର ପରିେବଷ ସଫା ରଖ��  । ଘରର କାନ�କୁ
ଲାଗଥୁ�ବା ଗଛର ଡାଳକୁ କାଟଦିଅି��  । 
୨- ମୂଷା ଏବଂ େବ�ର�  ଘରକୁ ମୁକ�  ରଖ��  ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା ସାପ ମାେନ �ିର ପିଅ��  ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା ସାପମାେନ େକଳାର ବ�ି େର ନାଚନି� ।

କଳି�ତ କଥା ଓ ବାସ�ବକି କଥା

ସାପମାେନ �ୀର ପିଅନି� ନାହ� । ସାପ ମାେନ
ଯଦ ିଦୀଘ� ଦନି ଧରି େଶାଷିଲା ଥାଆନି� ତା
େହେଲ �ୀର ପିଇ ଦଅିନି� । ସାପ ମାନ�ର
�ୀର ହଜମ କରିବାର ଏଜାଇ� ନଥାଏ।

✓ ସାପକାମଡୁ ିଥ�ବାବ�କି��ୁ ଆଶ�ାସନା ଦଅି��  । ୭0% ସାପକାମଡୁା
ବଷିହୀନ ସାପ�ଦ� ାରା େହାଇଥାଏ। ଏମିତବି ି ୫0% ବଷିଧର
ସାପକାମଡୁା େର ଆେଦୗ ବଷିହ� ଯାଇନଥାଏ ।
✓  ସାପକାମଡୁଥି�ବା ଅ�େର ପି�ଥି�ବା ମଦୁ,ି ଚ�ଡ,ି ଘଣ�ା, ବ�ତ,
ପାଉଁଜି ଆଦେିଖାଲ� ଦଅି�� । 
✓  �ତସ�ାନ ଉପରକୁେକ�ପ ବ�ାେ�ଜ (ନେହେଲ ପତଳାଲମ�ା
କପଡାେଯମିତକିି ଗାମଛୁା, େଧାତ,ି ଚ�ନ,ି ଇତ�ାଦ)ି କୁ ଗେୁଡଇଗେୁଡଇ
ହାଲକାକରି ବା�ଦିଅି��  ।
✓ ସାପବଷି ଦାଉର� ର�ା ପାଇବାପାଇଁ ସପ�ବଷି ନେିରାଧକଇେ�କ�ନ
(ASV) ହ� ଏକମାତ�ବକିଳ�  ।ଯଥାଶୀଘ� ଏହସିବୁଧିା ଉପଲବ�ଥ�ବା
ଡାକ�ରଖାନାକୁ ଯାଆ�� । 
✓  ଡାକ�ରଖାନାେରପହ�ି, ଯିବା ବାଟେରକଣ ସବୁଲ�ଣ
େରାଗୀ�ପାଖେର େଦଖାଗଲାଡାକ�ର�ୁ ସବେିଶଷକୁହ��  ।
✓ କାମଡୁଥି�ବା ସାପକୁ ଯଦେିକହ ି ମାରିେଦଇଥାନି�, େତେବ
ଯ�ରସହତି ଡାକ�ରଖାନାକୁଚ�ିଟ ପାଇଁନଅି��  ।ଡାକ�ର�ୁ େଦଖା�� ।
✓   ମତୃ କିମ�ାଜୀବନ� ସାପର େଫାେଟାନଜିର ସ�ାଟ�େଫାନ
ମା�ମେରଉେଠଇ ନଅି�� । େସଇେଫାେଟା କୁଡାକ�ର�ୁ େଦଖା�� । 
✓ ସାପ କୁମାରିବା ପାଇଁବା ଧରିବାପାଇଁ ଆେଦୗେଚଷ�ା କର��ନାହ� ।

ଡର��  ନାହ� କିମ�ା ବଚିଳିତ �ଅ��  ନାହ�।
େରାଗୀ�ୁ େଦୗଡ଼ବିାକୁ ମନା କର��  ଏବଂ େକାଣସ ିକାମ
କରିବାର�  ବାରଣ କର��  ।
 �ତ ସ�ାନକୁ ବା�ବିା ପାଇଁ ସତୁ�ଲୀ, କତା ଦଉଡ ିଆଦି
କଦାପିବ�ବହାର କର��ନାହ� ।ଏହା ଦ� ାରାରକ�
ସ�ାଳନ ବ� େହାଇ ଅଧ�କ �ତ ିେହବ ।
�ତ ସ�ାନ କୁ ଆେଦୗ ଧଅୁ��ନାହ� ଏବଂ ବରଫ 
 ଲଗା��ନାହ� ।
 �ତ ସ�ାନେରଇେଲ�ି�କ ସକି�ଅ��  ନାହ�କିମ�ା ଲୁହାେଚ�
ଦଅି��ନାହ� ।
େବ�ଡ ବା ଛୁରୀ େର �ତ ସ�ାନକୁ କାଟ��  ନାହ� ।
�ତ ସ�ାନକୁ ପାଟହିର ଚ�ଚ� ମି ରକ�  େଶାଷି ବାହାର
କରିବାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କର��  ନାହ� ଏବଂ ଗଦ େଚରମଳିୁଆଦି
କିଛବି ିଲଗା��  ନାହ� ।
ଗଣୁ ି ଗାେରଡ,ି ତନ� , ମନ� , ମ�ରିେର େନଇ ପାଣି
ଢ଼ାଳିବା,  ଆଦ ିକାମେର ସମୟ ନଷ� କର��  ନାହ� ।

ସାପ କାମଡୁେିଲ କଣ କରିବା ଉଚତି 

ସାପ କାମୁଡେିଲ କଣ କରିବା ଅନୁଚତି 

୩ - ଚାଷ କରିବା ସମୟେର ସତକ� ର� ହ��  । 
୪- ରାତେିର ବାହାର� କୁ ଯିବା ସମୟେର ଟଚ� ଲାଇଟ ଏବଂ
ବାଡ ିପାଖେର ର� ଖ��  ।
୫-େଯଉ ଁ ଜାଗାେର ସାପ ରହବିାର ସ�ାବନା ଥାଏ େସଠାର�
ଦୂେରଇ ର� ହ��  । ଯଥା-ବୃଦା, ପ�, ଗାତ ଇତ�ାଦ ି। 
ଟ ଉପେର ଶୁଅ��  । 
୬- ଘେର ତେଳ ଶୁଅ��  ନାହ� । ସାଧାରଣତଃ ବଷ�ାl ଦେିନ ଖଟ
ଉପେର ଶୁଅ��  । 
୭- ସାପ େଦଖ�େଲ ତାକୁ ଧରିବାକୁ େଚଷ�ା କର��  ନାହ� । 
୮- କୁକୁଡ଼ା ଫାମ� ଏବଂ ଝରକାେର ଜାଲ� ଲେଗଇ ଦଅି��  । 
୯- େଯେତେବେଳ ବାହାେର ଅଛନି�, ଆପଣ େକଉଁଠାେର ପାଦ
େଦଉଛନି� ଏବଂ େକଉଁଠାେର ବଶୁଛନି� ତାହା େଦଖ��  l
Source: www.snakehelpline.com

ବାସ�ବକି
କଥା:

ବାସ�ବକି
କଥା:

ସାପମାନ�ର କାନ ନଥାଏ । େସମାେନ ଶ�
ଶଣୁ ିପାରନି� ନାହ� । ବ�ି ର ଗତ ିେଦଖ ୁେସ
ଅ�ଭ��  କରନି� l

ଆଠଟ ିରାଜ� େକ�ି� କ ବପିଯ�� ମ�ର�  ସପ� ଦଂଶନ / ସାପ
କାମୁଡ଼ା ଅନ�ତମ । ସପ� ଦଂଶନେର ମୃତ� � େହାଇଥ�ବା
େଲାକର ପରିବାରକୁ ରାଜ� ସରକାର ଚାରି ଲ� ଟ�ା
ପଯ��ନ�  ଏକ� -ଗ�ାଟଆି ସହାୟତା ପ�ଦାନ କରନି�  ।
ବଶି� ସପ�ଦଂଶନ ସେଚତନତା ଦବିସ େସେପ�ମ�ର ୧୯ େର
ପାଳନ କରାଯାଏ । ସପ� ଦଂଶନର ସେଚତନତା ଏବଂ
ପ�ତକିାର ଉପେର ଆେଲାଚନା କରିବା  େହଲା ଏହ ିଦବିସର
ମୁଖ� ଉେ�ଶ�  l

ଆପଣ ମାେନ ଜାଣଛିନି�  କି ???



 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, RURAL OUTREACH TEAM, UTKAL UNIVERSITY 

MAJOR EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
 

SL. 
NO. 

EVENTS/ 
ACTIVITIES 

DATE OF 
THE 

PROGRAM/ 
EVENT 

ORGANIZED 
BY 

RESOURCE 
PERSON/ 
GUEST OF 

HONOR 

MODE VENUE TARGET 
GROUP/ 

PARTICIPANTS 

01. Workshop titled 
“Let us do one 
thing to prevent 
Drowning” 

25/08/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

ODRAF team Offline UGS 
Mahavidyal
aya, 
Sakhigopal, 
Puri 

Students and 
people of nearby 
village 

02. Observation of 
World Drowning 
Prevention Day 

25/07/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Biragobinda
pur High 
School, Puri 

Students 

03. Awareness 
Workshop on State 
Specific Disasters 

05/04/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Balunkeswa
r Nodal 
Vidyapeetha
, 
Balabhadra
pur, 
Kendrapara 

Students 

04. Observation of 
National Science 
Day Cum DIY 
Workshop on 
STEM Learning  

28/02/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri Aswin Kumar 
Shetty, Founder 
DMN Edtech, 
Bhubaneswar 

Offline Gotamara 
Nodal High 
School, 
Angul 

Students 



05. Awareness 
Workshop on Heat 
Wave 

25/02/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

----- Offline 1. Saraswa
ti Sishu 
Vidya 
Mandir, 
Dhenkan
al 

2. Marthap
ur Nodal 
High 
School, 
Dhenkan
al  

Students 

06. Awareness 
Workshop on State 
Specific Disasters 

24/02/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Mahipur 
Nodal High 
School, 
Nayagarh 

Students 

07. Capacity Building 
Workshop on 
MGNREGA and 
it’s Convergence 
with other 
schemes 

01/02/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Paradeepga
rh GP office, 
Jagatsinghp
ur 

Daily Wage 
Workers 

08. Introductory 
Workshop on 
Calligraphy 
(Observation of 
International Day 
of Education) 

25/01/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri Meenaketan 
Pattnaik, Faculty 
in Applied Arts, 
B.K. College of 
Arts and crafts, 
BBSR 

Offline Niali High 
School, 
Cuttack 

Students 

09. Awareness 
Workshop on 
Convergence of 
MGNREGA with 
Other Schemes 

13/01/23 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Kakatpur 
GP Office, 
Puri 

Daily Wage 
Workers 

10. Capacity Building 
Workshop on 
MGNREGA 

10/12/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Sobhanpur 
GP Office, 
Gop, Puri 

Daily Wage 
Workers 



11. Awareness 
Workshop on 
Snakebite and 
Myths Prevailing 

26/11/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Government 
Primary 
School, 
Mahanga, 
Cuttack 

Students 

12. Observation of 
International 
Snakebite 
Awareness Day 

19/09/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Ashish Behera 
and Silka Selony, 
Member of Snake 
Helpline 

Offline Ashram 
Patna 
College, 
Jagatsinghp
ur 

Students 

13. Awareness 
Workshop on 
Snakebite and 
Myths Prevailing 

04/09/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri Tapan Kumar 
Prusty, Snake 
Helpline 

Offline Bhagabati 
High 
School, 
Siha, Jajpur 

Students 

14. Observation of 
National Handloom 
Day, 2022 

08/08/22 Handlooms, 
Textiles and 
Handicrafts 
Department 

----- Offline Jayadev 
Bhavan, 
BBSR 

Weavers of Odisha 

15. Live Workshop on 
Drowning, Water 
Safety Measures 
and Safe Rescue 
Skills (Observation 
of World Drowning 
Prevention Day) 

25/07/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

ODRAF team Offline Banki, 
Cuttack 

College Students 
and nearby 
Villagers 



16. Observation of 
National Lightning 
Safety Awareness 
Week and 
International 
Lightning Safety 
Week 

28/06/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Dr. HR Biswas, 
Head 
Meteorological 
Centre, IMD and 
Dr. Asutosh Rath, 
Senior Scientist, 
CSIR IMMT 

Offline PG Council 
Hal, Utkal 
University 

School Going 
Students 

17. Awareness 
Workshop on Heat 
Wave 

08/06/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

---- Offline Biragobinda
pur Village, 
Puri 

School going 
Students 

18. Launch of Video 
on Heat Wave and 
Lightning 

01/06/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Smt. Jhanjha Das, 
Voice Artist 

Offline Vice 
Chancellor’s 
Office 

Public 

19. Joint Meeting cum 
Release  of 
Physiotherapy 
Manual for 
Weavers 

21/03/22 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Dr. PP Mohanty, 
Director 
SVNIRTAR; Shri 
DebjitNandy, 
Deputy Director of 
Textiles, Govt. of 
Odisha; Shri 
Vikash Kumar, 
Deputy Director, 
Weavers’ Service 
Centre; Shri S.K. 
Patra, Ex- 
Director, Weavers’ 
Service Centre 

Offline Vice 
Chancellor’s 
Office 

Weavers 

20. Awareness 
Workshop on 
Drowning 

18/12/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

----- Offline Niali, Cuttack 
district 

Students 



21. Inauguration 
Ceremony cum 
Awareness on 
Snakebites and 
Myths Prevailing 

17/11/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri Subhendu 
Mallick, General 
Secretary, Snake 
Helpline 

Offline Biragobindapur 
village, Puri 
district 

Students 

22. Submission of 
DPR on 
Ergonomic footrest 
to Handlooms, 
Textiles and 
Handicrafts 
Department, 

Odisha 

09/10/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

----- ----- ----- Weavers 

23. Workshop on 
Imparting Digital 
Marketing 
Knowledge in Rural 
Areas 

04/08/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

----- Offline Jajpur 
district 

Existing 
entrepreneurs 

24. Inauguration 
Ceremony
 cu
m 
Webinar on 
Drowning on World 
Drowning 
Prevention Day 

25/07/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri. Kamal 
Lochan Mishra, 

Executive 
Director, 

OSDMA;Shri. 
Sunil Kumar 

Sahoo,Deputy 
General Manager 

(Training & 
Coordination), 

Team of OSDMA 

Online ----- Students 

25. Physiotherapy cum 
Felicitation 
Ceremony for 
Weavers 

29/03/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

Shri. 
DebjitNandy, 

Deputy Director 
of Textiles, Govt. 

of Odisha;
 Shri 

Aroop         
Kumar 

Mohanty,
 Asst. 

Director of 
Textiles, Govt. of 

Odisha 

Offline Khordha Weavers 



26. Skill Development 
Program for SHGs 

09/01/21 Rural 
Development 
Division 

----- Offline ----- SHGs 



 
 


